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INTRODUCTION 

THE Aitareyopani!?ad, also called Bahvrcopani~?ad, be
longs to the ~gveda and is part of the Aitareyara!).yaka 
which, according to modern scholars, originated in the 
Kuru-pancala country more than 2600 years ago. The 
Brahmar;m and the Ara!).yaka known by the same title 
Aitareya are attributed to Mahidasa Aitareya, who, on 
the authority of Chandogyopani!?ad III. 16. 7, lived to the 
.age of 116. Madbvacarya mentions that Aitareya was an 
incarnation of Naraya!).a and son of Vis'ala. According 
to a tradition recorded by Saya:t;~.acarya, Mahidasa was 
the son of a woman called !tara. Mahidasa's fat.her had 
sons by other wives also, who were favoured with a 
larger share of his love than Mahidasa. In a sacrificial 
assembly Mahidasa was denied the privilege of sitting in 
the lap of his father. !tara noticed this sad plight of 
her son and prayed to her tutelary deity, Goddess Earth. 
In response to her prayer the Goddess appeared in a 
divine form, placed Mahidasa in a celestial seat and 
imparted to him unrivalled wisdom. Thus enlightened, 
Aitareya later revealed that part of the Veda known by 
his name. From the trend of the story and the suggested 
sense of the terms I tara and Dasa some have come to 

the conclusion that Aitareya was not a twice-born by 
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caste and that he was raised to the status of a great 
sage by his own austerity and divine grace. 

The Aitareyi1raz;1yaka consists of. five Books or 
AraJ.lyakas and in all of them some exalted philosophical 
and spiritual thoughts are revealed. The first Ara1_1yaka~ 
in five chapters, besides giving the etymology of Maha
vrata, describes also the S'astras or hymns of morning,. 
midday, and evening Savanas or libations, of the Maha
vrata rite of the Gavamayana-sattra, set forth in Aita
reyabn1hmal).a I. 38 and IV. 14. The material found 
here connected with the ceremony is allegorical, and so
gives the truly Aral).yal<a character to the work; for the 
main characteristic of an Aral).yaka is that it supplies 
with the esoteric meaning of the great Vedic rituals. In 
course of time ritual and meditation became independent,. 
and the Ara:t;tyaka then stood only for the spiritual forms 
of worship which the Vanaprasthas used to perform. 
The more essentially spiritual part of the Ara:rnakas 
embody the meditations and realizations of sages who
kept no connection with the religious ceremonies per
formed in the domestic fires. This spiritual nature of this 
Aral).yal<a is evident at the beginning itself of the work 
where Gayatri and Mahavrata day are identified with 

- ~ 

Brahman-~ ~ rr~?ft ~~: I The sage who revealed 
the Rgvedic hymn X. 27 is identified with Brahman, for 

he h~s realized Brahman-~ ~' ~~ ~ CfWiil, ~~: 
Jlq:l~~~~ Sl~ I The U panif?ad enlarges the idea of 

Brahman hinted in the first Ara:t;tyaka. 
The second and the third Ara:t;tyakas are together 

designated Maha-Aitareyopani~ad. The third Ara:t;tyaka 
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is separately known as Sarilhitopani~ad. Some, like 
Upani~ad-Brahmayogin, have commented on the whole of 
the second Aral}.yaka as Aitareyopani~ad. But S'ri 
S'atikadicarya takes the latter six chapters of that Ara
l}yaka alone (called the Atma~atka, as they deal with the 
.A.tman), as the Upani~ad proper. In the preceding 
chapters of the second AraQyalm, Pral}.a or Hiral}.ya
garbha is taught as the First Cause of the universe. The 
ritual and meditations in connection with Pral}.avidy'!i. 
are set forth at length. A brjef account of this earlier 
part is given as it contains germs of great philosophic 

thought. 
The second Aral}.yaka opens with the sublime passage 

_,, "" ~ ft 
~ q;:m ~ Cfi+l'ffii. ~(tldRic'IOI, d~ )1'11~<1... d~la 'l:lli'i. 1 

Self-lmowledge alone leads to the bliss of immortality; 
and the way to attain Self-knowledge is by performing 
the scripture-ordained duties without any attachment 
to the fruits thereof; and doing them as a dedication to 
.the Divine. This alone is reality, this alone is truth; 
and therefore a discerning man should not neglect Self
knowledge and the means helpful. to it. The ancients 
~id not go astray from this path, those who did, perished
il m~T~i'i. '!,~ ~S~ :a- qUill!..~: I To those who profess 

the sacrificial religion, Uldha superficially means only a 
S'a.stra, or mere praise-chant in prose; but esoterically, 
according to Aitareya, it stands for the universe and 
man, Matter and Spirit, 'Anna' and 'Annada'. One 
who practises the combination of ritualistic work and 
meditation reflects ' I am Uktha '-Sl~ii~-the 
Reality consisting of Spirit and Matter. The same 
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Puru!Ja or Cosmic Intelligence, designated as Prajapati. 
and on whom the aspirant meditates is also the Hi raJ}. maya 
Puru!Ja-the innermost essence of the visible universe. 
Human personality is centered in action; and that 
personality is the sphere in which Brahman dwells as 
the witness-a~ Cfiii ~ 3~ ~ijtUJ) ~: 1 In the next 

step, Uktha is extolled as conscious and unconscious 
Energy animating the body, and is equated with Brahman 

. or Pri1:r;J.a. Brahman or Life entered man from the fore·, 
part of his feet-SI~ Sjq~o ~m ~ 1 It proceeded 

higher up to the thigh, stomach, heart, and head, and 
finally ramified into sight, hearing, mind, speech, and 
vital breaths. So some sages meditate on Brahman in 
the stomach or in the heart, the former as the seat of 
Brahman as Vais'vanara-~ ~~ ~T~~l!T ~T~, ~ 
;rnl~~: I Here as in Brhadaragyaka, VI. 2, Chan. 
V. 1, Kau~. II. 12. 14 & III. 2, and Pras'na II. 2, the 
rivalry of the senses and Pri1l).a for superiority is des
cribed. The superiority of Pra:r;J.a is proved; and the 
powers of the senses declare : t'Cf5<f~ ~ ~liftr · 
~ cp:i ~: ("Cf4flii"Mfu ~~~~T<ii acr~fu 1 Fg. VIII. 92.3Z 
-'Thou art Uktha, thou art all this, we are thine thou 
art ours'. 

In the next section PraJ}.a designated as Uktha is 
lauded by equating it with the day, the morning, the 
evening, and 'sat', or the true. PraJ}.a or conscious and 
unconscious Life Energy is stated to be at the root of 
speech and designations, on which the knowledge of the 
whole universe rests. This truth is stated in an oft-quoted 
passage : '6~ ~ af.:a~Tfir ~mfil ~ci CIT'<IT ai~T 
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iflilf~~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ;mr.il~ ~~ <fAT~ 1 Thus 
Pri1I).a is the source of all Veda, knowledge. Here again 
Pri1Qa is up-graded as the Absolute Being Brahman in 
Its relation with the universe. Praoa is Spirit immanent 
in the universe. The whole universe is present as Vak 
or as Idea in Brahman before it was manifested. All 
this is encompassed by Pral')a. This shining space is 
supported by Pral')a as Brhati; and one should know 
~hat just as the shining space is supported by Prat;la, so 
also all beings down to an ant are sustained by Praoa
~ ~~ sntir.n~ ; ~1s~rcmr: snutwr ~~T f<~~~~s~cmr: 
~M<J <f~T fc!~~ 1fc{ ~ffVT ~cnr~rN4Hci61ll~: ~ '[{~T 
~iltm ~I The metre Brhati consisting of 36 sylla

bles is the most important metre; and also that term 
denotes what is possessed of supreme magnitude. Hence 
Prai).a is identified with Brhati and extolled as the all· 
pervading guardian who sustains the entire spacial realm 
including sentient and insentient beings. 

In the sixth section of the Aral).yaka powers of the 
Puru!?a are described. Pral).a is the Cosmic Life and 
Puru~a is the cosmic personality; the terms are inter

changed in the section hinting that they both are the 
~arne Divine Principle embodied in the universe. The 
various faculties serve the Puru~a or PraJ;la just as 
vassals attend upon their suzerain or sons their parents. 
The descriptions are meant for visualizing the supreme 
Divine Reality as a cosmic person for purpose of medi

tation and worship. The various VibhTitis and glories 
of Pral).a identified with the Person are described only 

to give the necessary idea for such meditation. 
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Through ]fii1na and Karma, intelligence and acti
vity, Puru!?a has brought forth all creation. Now, water 
is supposed to be the first substance out of which the 
whole universe is created; but at once it is asserted 
that Puru!?a is the father and the elements, water and 

the rest, are like children born out of him. a~~q ~' 

~ ~ ~; ~~. ~ ffffir tfcr sm:, ~r~ ~Eli :rJ S~"ll ffit 
ftrg: ~~ Cif ftlg: OW S~ I Mahidasa Aitareya who under

stood this unity of father and son said, ' I know Me as ex
tending from me to the Devas and the Devas extending 

down to and uniting in Me.' This all-comprising 

glory of waters, or Prajapati, or Puru!?a, belongs to PraQ.a 
who is the All. He is in water ; he is Life ; he is 
existence and non-existence. The Devas worshipped 
him as existence and therefore they became great; the 

demons worshipped him as non-existence and so they 
were defeated. He is death and immortality.-« Q;!!iTSt:g, 

« ~ SlllJT: « ~ ~~, ~ ~<fa" ~<n \rntrr:af~, 
~ ~: ... ~ft~: ~ ~ lffi~: •.. « ~ ~g~cnwi" ~
The immortal Prii.t).a and the mortal dwell together in 

food; all mortal forms are indwelt by him: this Deity is 
immortal. Pdit).a and body, the two, go in two directions; 

they separate themselves, they increase the one but not 
the other-the body is increased not the Prat).;:c.-this 

Deity is immortai.-~T ~ Q~f;r: ~; 1::1;~ ia'TG: Qi{ 
~= lfCl!TM ~ ~tmult~ ~qr ~r ; err ~~ 
~T fcr ~rm fir 8R f~: ., f;rf~a?j{;:qfufu f.'t~o:ctRI' 
~ ~T~ ~ ~ I In glorifying the greatness 

of Prii.Qa the AraQ.yaka now goes on to equate Pra:t;Ia 
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with the Sun who has entered the world as Puru!?a

~ ![# ~~~ ~qtim ~ ~ qq~ srrvrr CfTCI a~~a:. 
snun ~ ~ ~ oq~ I The same PraQ.a is supposed to have 

become the greatest of the Vedic ~!:)is-S atarcins, Madhya
mas, Grtsamada, Vis'vamitra, Vamadeva, Atri, Bharad
vaja, and Vasi~tha. Prii:t;J.a is all this-Saidam sarvam ; he 
is Pragathas, Pavamanis, KE,iudrasuktas, and Mahasuktas, 
Suktas, ~ks, half-~ks, Pada, and syllable. Esoterically 
Pral}a is in all beings, in all places, has entered all 
creatures, and Prii.:t:~a pours forth all gifts to all beings. 
One should meditate that all Vedic verses, all the Vedas, 
all sounds, are but one word, PraJ;ta-~ ~: ~ a:crr: ~i!f 
~T: "Q;~ o~~fo:, SITUf 'Q;Cf SIJUT SfS'<r ~'I fc!<mttl Then a 
beautiful anecdote follows, how Vis'vamitra went to 
Indra, who pleased by Yis'vamitra's recital granted a 
boon. Availing himself of the boon Vis'vamitra interrogates 
Indra, 'May I lmow you? ' Indra made the reply. I 
am Pn1:t;J.a, 0 R~i, you are Prii.l}a. All creatures are 
Prii.l}a. He that radiates light and heat is Pral}a. In 
this form of Prii:t:~a I pervade all quarters ..• I am he 
that shines-a~ ;acwq ~ fS!ci ~ it 'l:"rfiftq]TIJ cr{ a ~rfo; 
~ itcfrcr ~<~fc!mifi~ll{ ~fa; aflr~ ~. SITOJ) err ~~q. 
SITO'Tffi S!T11T: ~ ~ ; SIJUI) ~ "' ~ a!ffir ; ~ tfc\'if ~ 
~f ~~) fcm)sff+J 1 Again in the next section Pra:t:~a is 

extolled as having become the thousand verses known as 
the Ni~kaivalyas'astra sung in the Mahavrata rite. The 
thousand verses in Brhati metre consisting of 36,000 
syllables correspond to the total days of human life, 
making up the nights by consonants and days by vowels. 
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The number thousand is often taken to stand for a 
limitless number, or an all-inclusive number, and hence 
Brbati is fancied here to be the total Reality designated 
and magnified as Prii.Qa in the whole Aral).yaka. And 
here the highest teaching of the Upani~ad is fore
shadowed by stating, 'Beyond Prat:ta who has become 
the thousand Brhatis, is what is Intelligence, Divinity, 
Absolute Spirit; he who knows this joins and becomes 
one with Him.' Thus what ' I ' am that He is, what 
He is that 'I' am. The :F.gveda I. 115. 1 also declares: 
'The sun is the self of all that moves and stands still'

~~T err 1:tQ~ '!&a"re~~ ~;;:r81 ~fffi'Cr. SJ~<~liT a:~ 
ii'Jl;li{lll ~~: ~~q ~ ~ ll ~ ~ I ~~llll 
~ 6ffi;:JT \11'~~ I 

The third chapter of the second .A.raQvaka is a des
cription of Atman as Ul<tha or praise-chant. From the 
five-fold Uktha (i.e., Pra.I)a) the whole universe has sprung 
up and subsists in the relation of Anna and Annada, Matter 
and Spirit. In the first stage .A.tman is taken as the mere 
body and gradually the term is employed to indicate 
higher levels of truth underlying the conception of Atman. 
This is beautifully set forth in the passage : a~ ~ 

6lTCmifii~~CRt ~~ ~ enfcf{~ ; ll aiJqfc-J<.fif~'«~liT ~Eil' fcfiv 
51J11T~ ~ 6lrcmilm~ ~ ; an1Sff.T<~~fus ~ ~~) ~a~ 
~ SIT~ j SIT~ ~f"f~d(l+ik+iT; ~S ~ ffiTSfq ~a if 
~'t1~9 1 s~qlfcl~m, ~ fti: Sl~f.tc:r m=lffll{, 6lfft r.t~ 
~fu fcl~rii qm ~ ~ii ~ ~1~~ +~~OJ~C{{ffi 
~;;:r: 1 6l~ql ~~it!~ ~<~rf~~~;i, if r.mrn- CJ?.\fi:a i[ 

~~ cr.illf.:a if ~: ~<ffilii if ffi<n1~cfil a ~1or-:a1 ~"ff.:a ll~ 
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51~ fu ~~CfT: 1-He who realizes the· Atman with greater 
and greater clarity obtains tJle fullest manifestation of his 
true being. He recognizes the Atman more and more 
clearly in herbs, trees, and animals. Sap only is found 
in herbs and trees, but in animals Consciousness is 
noticed. In animals the Atman becomes more and more 
clear, because in them both sap and thought are observed, 
while in others only sap is seen, and not thought. The 
Atman is manifest in man to a greater degree. For 
man is most endowed with intelligence. He speaks 
what he has known, be sees what he has known. He 
knows tomorrow; he knows his environments and what 
is far away. As he possesses this gift of intelligence 
he seel{S for the Immortal with his mortal instruments. 
The only knowledge which the animals possess consists 
in hunger and thirst. They do not say what they have 
known, nor do they see what they have known. They 
know not tomorrow, they know not their environment 
nor what is beyond. They go so far, for their experiences 
are according to the measure of their intelligence ! This 
significant passage has been paraphrased several times 
in later literature-in Manu, Mahabharata, Bhagavata 
and other works. Man alone is therefore capable of 
higher thought and noble activity. He is potential In
finity. So the next section states that man is an ocean 
and that he is above all the worlds. \Vhatever he attains 
he desires to be beyond it. If he gains the sky-world he 
desires to be beyond it; if he were to gain yonder world, 
be desires to go beyond it-U ~ S~: ~ij~:, ~ ~t'f.;rfu 
~([, i{ f<n~ <li~ ercir-i ~~ qft:: 61~d~cii ~~ ~<i 
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~a ~~ ~cfi ~a ~if ~a I The desire to reach 
farther and farther is a sign~that there is the possibility 
for him to achieve fulfilment when he regains his per
fection in the Infinite. In the remaining part, the Maha
vrata sacrifice is praised to attract persons to its 
performance. The Brhatr verses connected with the 
ceremony are again lauded as the Self and others as but 
mere limbs-'Q;IS{ ~ ~ anmr ~~ cr~m ; ms:q~ m: 
~: qfffir: a~rqr~~m ~a: ~1~ qfffir "~:tm "IQa'T ~a: 
~rn: qfbar; ;J~ m~'l"m{fCilf ~~ ~~ ~a'"t I The 

great chant mahaduktha is extolled as the highest deve
lopment of speech :-~<if '1:1;15{ 01~: q{+r) ~Cfif{l ~~~q:_ I 

By the way, the S'ruti emphasizes also the great value of 

veracity in speech: ~~ CfRll ~~ ~~T ~~-snfc!tt?: 
~rcr ~ ~a ~~ ~~<'i~R ~um ~ ~~R£ « 
~ ~qr~ci if 01~ ~(~---The untrue is the root of a 
speech, and as a tree with root exposed withers up and 
perishes, so a man who speaks untruth exposes his root, 
withers up, and perishes (cj. Pras'na VI. 1). The whole 

section concludes by stating that Prana which has 
been identified with the thousand Brhatis is Glory, 
is Indra, is the Lord of creatures. Thus the con
ception of one Supreme Divine Being who has become 
everything was arrived at by Mahidasa Aitareya. 
The sage declared, 'He who knows it as Indra, as the 
Lord of creatures, is liberated from this world shaking 
off all ties'. The summation comes off in a few verses. 
The seeds in the mother and father unite as Agni and 
Surya, and the body is created, made of the five-fold 
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elements. One is not to despise this body. Because in it 
the undying Pra:r;ta resides ; the harnessed steeds of the 
senses draw it to and fro; in it is joined the Pra:r;ta of 
the Prii.:r;ta or Brahman; in it all gods are combined in one; 
:ij~{ q~~1:"j ~ ~ ~ aiTlJ ~CJ:. ij'~f.:a I ~i:<l~ ~~ 
ll~ ~~ a:;{ ~ ~ ~ ~fi:a II That truth sages have 
realized after rejecting what is affirmed and denied by 
language, going beyond what is agreeable and disagree
able. Casting aside by this wisdom all evil the wise one 
attains to the Highest. That One is neither called 
'woman' nor 'man' nor by the name of the many. 
That Brahman is denoted by 'AdaQ. '. Thus up to this 
point the method of worshipping the Lord of the universe 
through meditation and ritual has been described with 
several details glorifying the Lord as Pra1,1a or Life 
which has become all and which is all. Chapters 4 to 6 
of the second Ara1,1yaka form the body of the present 

book. 
The third Ara1,1yaka is styled Samhitopani~ad just 

Ji]{e part of the first chapter of the Taittiriyopani~ad. 
But the resemblances in the treatment of Samhita as a 
pattern for meditation in both the places do not go far. 
It is stated here that the sage MaQ«;lukeya held that the 

earth should be lool{ed upon as the prior form and heaven 
as the posterior form, air being considered as the prin
ciple which unites; but another authority, Mii.k~avya, 
held that ether was the uniting principle; for air and 

ether are not independent. Agastya viewed ether and 
air to be alike though independent. This is the medita

tion on the Cosmic Forces taught here. 
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The teachings of S'akalya on Samhita comes next. 
According to him the earth is the prior form, heaven the 
posterior form, rain the union and rain-cloud the uniter. 

\ 

S'akalya taught also that the Puru~a may be considered 
as ·having two divisions like an egg. The middle 
space between the upper half and lower half of it 
is the place where Prii.Qa is supposed to be located, 
just as the middle space between earth and sl(y contains 
air. The similarity between the individual personality 
and cosmic personality is graphically described as a 
theme for reflection in this wise : Sun in the sky corres
ponds to the eye in the head, lightning in heaven to mind 
in the heart regions, and fire on the earth to seed in 
the generative organ. The declaration of the fruit of 
this meditation is the same as that of the Samhita in the 
Taittiriyopani~ad: namely, children, cattle, fame, glory 
and heaven. 

The next section introduces the various forms of 
Samhita know~ as SarhhiHipii.tba, Padapatha, and 
.Kramapatha under the names Nirbbuja, PratrQIJa 
and Ubhayamantarel}.a. The text now says that one 
should use only auspicious words to a BrahmaQ.a; when 
a BrahmaQa accumulates unusual wealth, one may 
rebuke him. Even in such circumstance, says S'uravira 
MaQQ.iikeya, no one should say ill to a BrahmaQ.a. Here 
is a beautiful revelation of the high ideal of renunciation 
for which the Brahmal}a was esteemed so highly in 
ancient India. 

The eminence and potency of PraQ.a compared to the 
cross-beam of a bouse through a metaphor is described 
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then. There is also a reference to the mystic signi
ficance of the former end latter syllables and the middle 
space obtaining in the Nirbhuja recitation. vVe get also 
a passing reference to accent ancl morre. According to 
Hrasva MiiQc;l.iikeya a knowledge of the principle of 
Samhitit is helpful in knowing the former and latter 
syllables, the inter-space that effects the union, and in 
distinguishing where there is accent and matra, and 

where they do not fall. ~ ~c{~; ~'Q~; ~TS<i

<firo: ~~~ Blr~'tur ~ {Jfi:<l fclcra~fu ~ ~ ~ fclm
qrfu, ~ ;nm +rBlT f9~ij-, ~ ~ID I III. 1.5. His son 

by the wife (SIT~) Pratibodhi held that when one 

pronounces the syllables, as they are neither separating 
entirely nor uniting absolutely, the mil.tra (mora) between 

the prior and posterior forms indicates the Sari:thita or 
union, and that this is known as Sarna or a sliding. 
'This lmowledge is praised as producing results such as 
children, cattle, and glory. Tarukf?ya sets forth a 
different Samhita. Here the union is effected by Brhati 
and Rathantara Samans representing PraQa and Vak 
respectively. To get this secret knowledge he tended 
the cows of his teacher one year. Kam).tharava saw 
a gradual union of speech, PriLI;ta, wind, All-gods, 

heavenly world : and Brahma-CJT<ii Sl~<i tif~ ~Rr <ii1u~:' 
SIJV!: ~<i qq+[T<r: f<li.R. ~~: fcl~ 'tcrr: ~llT ~<i, ~ 
w')<fir Si'I~T, ~ ~ Bl<RW ~ill 11 III. 1. 6. This Samhita 

reaches up to heaven and one who knows it will be 
among Devas for all time. The teacher Paiical:cal).da 
considered speech itself as the Samhita. <fJ:qT <i W: 
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~. CfRT ~rr«, <rr<rr ~ ~ra. <JRIT ~ ~, 
61~~~~~1 III. I. 6. By speech the Vedas are 

strung, by speech the metres are made, by speech friends 
are united, by speech all beings (establish their intra
subjective knowledge and relation) and hence all this is 
speech. vVhen one recites or talks, breath (PraJ).a) 
enters speech and speech swallows PrlLJ).a. When one 
entertains no idea or is in deep sleep, then also speech 
dissolves in breath, Prat;~a swallows speech. ~ li?J ~<.; 

aNfcr cn ~a err ~ ~ sn1111 ~. ~ ~ srrri r~ 1 

61~ li?f ~ err ~qfu ~fqfu <rr snUt ~T qiq_ ~fu 1 !illOT: 

W\f CfRt 'tafci5 ; arcp:O~ 'T~: I q(<~ ~TCH !illOT: 3:;r; 1 
' III. 1. 6. This passage is very significant for the 

psychological and ontological ideas it reveals. The 
practice of PdiJ).lLyama advocated in Yoga books for 
the control of mind has this underlying principle. 
PraJ).a and citta, breath and mind, are so intimately 
connected that the one follows the course the other 

takes. V ak or speech comprising of Sukl?ma, Para, 

Pas'yanti, and Vaikhari covers the entire gamut of the 

mind; and here it is therefore an equivalent of mind. 

Ontologically PrlLJ).a and Vak stand for the unconscious 
and conscious forces that are working in the universe which 

are synthesized in a higher unity. The passage declares 
with true insight that when one is engaged in a conscious 
activity as study or talk or recollection accompanied by 

concentration, breath becomes soft and harmonious and 

united with that activity; again when one is in deep 
sleep or entirely absorbed, PraJ).a alone functions and 
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the modifications of the mind are stopped. This mutual 
ab.sorption of one by the other points to a higher unitary 
principle from which both emerge. This is substantiated 
by citing ~gveda, X. 119. 4. 'The speedy one enters 
the sky, sees the whole world, with mature mind I see 
him near at hand (within); the mother absorbs him and 
he the mother'. This section closes with a reference to 
the Prajapatisamhita in which the wife is the prior form, 
husband the posterior form, son the union, and begetting 
the act of union. This is the Samhitii. of Aditi, for 
Aditi (the undivided) is all-father, mother, child, and 

begetting. Thus the first chapter introduces the various 
Sarhhitii.s to habituate the aspirant to thinking together 

and to help him to discover a subtler truth from gross 
facts through reflection. 

The second chapter concludes the Samhitopani!zad 
and the third AraQyal•a. A teacher, Sthavira S'akalya, 
declared that PraQa is the ridge-pole of the house known 
as the body. As the other beams rest on the main beam 
of the house, the eye, the ear, the mind, the speech, the 
senses, and the whole self depenci on Prii.Qa-R~ ~R?T
ci~ ~~~sw:~ ci~r: ~Rr: ~Cf~ sr'[UJ :qg: msi iJiit cnrr, 
~~fOT ~\'R ~~ an~T IDnf~: III. 2. 1. Here Prar;ta is 

the Spiritual Energy of man which sustains all other· 
members and their functions. Next the symbolism 
of the Alphabet and 'the year are brought in. Of the 
entire personality or Atman, PriiQa is the sibilants, 
the bones the mutes, the marrow the vowels, and flesh 
and blood, the fourth part. This is taught by Hrasva 
Mii.J;J.~ukeya. S'akalya holds on to number three divided 

2 
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into 360 parts. This number is taken to make up the 
number of the days in a year, another 360 making up 
the nights. The self is there symbolically identified with 
the year constituted of 360 days and 360 nights. Here 

again a psychological conception of the self as consisting 
of sight, hearing, metre, mind, and speech is interesting 
among theological speculations-~ ~ at~: ~<r: ~~: 
~: ~T~: +R'!~: qg:i[~ am=m III, 2, 1. The sage 

"\. 

Kaul).tharava sets forth another symbolism picturing the 
self as consisting of syllables. The insight of Bii.dhva 
given next to the above symbolism is significant as we 
find there very advanced philosophical views. He says: 
There are four persons, the person of the body, the 

person of the metres, the person of the Veda, and 
the great person. The passage in the original runs : 

"'~~= soo mr ~=. ~~~:. ~=3~=, ~~:, ~ 
~ r ~~ ~ ~w:fl:qr+i ~ ~ ~ ~~<n amJ:IT, Q~ 
lfTS~: ~ ~ «r: 1 ~: ~ ~fu ~ aJCJT'9"Tif ~
~+ii"Aili ~ ~llT<fiTU «r: I ~g~ ~ ci 6l<i)'9n1 ~ 
~ ~ c;ifct~ ~ ID+I~; ~~lf PI~ ~: I QBffir. 

iilwoT - ~ ~ lj~~ .I ;mg~ ~ ~ 6l9~ 
~ ~ SlscRr~~rfir ~fir ~~r mcr~;:r, apnfir, ~ ~ 
~:~~~rc:u~~) ~a: 1 ~~~rei 6lm'R: ~~ ~!:Uer"ir~,it ~~
m ~ 1 q~;mr_ sm !!~ ~~ ~fq 1 d'\~d~~u?t'Qiq_-

f-vi ~cn~~~r<nq_ :qgffi"~ ~~= 1 

an SIT ~~ciT arrffi~ ~ am'l1T ~a~~ II ~Rr I 
~ ~ ~ we~Tmnift ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~~~ 
~'Fn ~~ i{T+rt~, ~ ann e:f~:. ~ ~i'(a- ~: .. 
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~ ~~;~ll{, ~ ft::fcl, ~ <r~. ~ au~ffi, 1:1;~ ~. ~ ~
~I!, 'l:!;ff CJ<R=Qfa!J, ll:tr ~. ~ if!',.i~S. 'Q;ti ~s ~!!. ~ 
~iii~ 1 u ~ Uqca~~ror: :qgi{q: tftSJ11~: ~~')qq: 
~;:frqq: ~qq: am=iiT I U ~ "Q;<i 'Q;tf «Cfffi{~~fii ::q~q ~TSJ~ 

~ iJirl~ <ns.:...~ am+rT<i ~ ~ ~~ ~lf W 
wrfi:<f; if ~~ mfl)s~. if ~ g'l,i~l:f ~rii l{~ 1 

~~~· 
l.fftm:!n-;;r um~ ~ if ~lf ~ ~Tfll <3iR=a' I 

l.ft{f ~C'~ ~fu ifft 51~ §fi'at=lf q-..tm{ II i{fij" I 

~ ~~ ~mrs~."'~ §'liO~lf q~otfll,~ffil. CQt~ +r<Jfer 1 

~ma:. ~ ~ror. WI tR~ atflr f.<Gqm:_; WI~ ~::ffior ~ ; 
~ qwrr ll:~= ~ m ttr.r EfRW:Jfq CfT ~rcii<r ~~ t~a: 
·iiCI' ~II 

In substance this passage adumbrates the same doct
rine of the various selfs as we find in the Taittiriyopani
~ad, but not so fully. What has been designated as the 
S'arira-puru~a or the person of the body-corresponding 
to the Annamayakos'a-is the corporeal self. Its essence 
is the incorporeal conscious self. What has been desig
nated as Chandal;l-puru~a or the person of the metres is 
nothing but the assemblage of syllables; and its essence 
is the letter' a' (cj. Gita, X. 33). What has been desig
nated as Veda-puru~a or the person of the Veda is that 
by which the ~g, Yajus, and Sarna Vedas are known; 
and its essence is Brahman. Therefore one should 
appoint as the superintending priest (Brahma) of a. 
sacrifice one who is surpassingly versed in the Vedic 
knowledge so that he may discern the flaws in the 
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sacrifice. What is designated as the MahU.-puru!?a or the 
great person is the year which causes certain entities to 
perish and others to flourish by integration. Its essence. 
is the sun. This identification of the essential being of 
man with the year standing for time or duration is note
worthy. During the U pani!?adic period time was con
ceived as the cause of the universe by some thinkers. 
The cosmic Being or Prajapati is sometimes spoken of 
as Time. In fact Reality as becomi1tg is Kala and so 
the Vi~I).upuraQa asserts ' Kalasvan1pi bhagavan '_-the 

Lord manifests as Time. The S'akta conceptoin of the 
Deity as Kali is only a feminine symbolization of the 
dynamic aspect of Reality which goes back to the Upani
~adic conception under discussion. 

The Sun is ·the essence of the year because he is the 
measure and condition of appraising time. But time is 
both external and internal, subjective and objective. 
Hence it is the Principle that is undivided and uniting. It 

is identical with the Maha-puru~a. and the Principle in 

the Sun. One is therefore advised to know that He 
who is the incorporate Prajffatma and He who is in the 

Sun are the same. The Supernal Sun becomes indi

vidualized in each person. This is what is expressed in 

the :Fk (I. 115. 1) 'The worshipful face of the Devas 

has arisen, the eye of Mitra, Varm)a, and Agni; It has 

filled heaven and earth and the sky. The sun is the 
Self of moving and stationary beings'. The Bahvrcas 

who study the ~gveda enquire of Him only in the great 

hymn; the Adbvaryus who engage themselves in the 

sacrificial acts set forth in the Yajurveda think about 
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Hiqt an:l ·Him alone in the Fire : the Chandogas who 

-recite the Saman songs consider Him only in the 
Mahavrata ceremony. They see Him in this earth, in 
heaven, in the air, in the ether, in the waters, in the 

plants, in trees, in the moon, in the constellations, in all 

beings. They call Him Brahman. He is the self con

sisting of sight, hearing, metre, mind, and speech and 

-compared to the year numerically. A person who has 
thus realized Brahman in all that exists does not act as 

.a priest and recite for others. To him the study of the 

Veda is no source of enjoyment of earthly joys. He 

bas no part in what his teacher has taught him re
.garding sacrifices and the rest. He does not care for the 
path of 'good deeds '. ~gveda X. 71. 6 has a verse to 
.this purpose: He who forsakes the friend who knows 
his friends has no part in speech. What he hears, he 
hears to no purpose ; he knows not the path of ' good 
deeds'. So a man who has realized the truth should 
not kindle the fire for another by acting as an Adhvaryu, 
Hota, or Udgata.. He should not sing the Samans of the 
Mahavrata for another, nor recite the S'astras of that 
.day for another. He may however recite for a father or 
a teacher, for that is done for oneself. 

Here the Ara:r;tya]{a introduces rather abruptly some 
.omens of death as in Brhadaranyaka V. 5. 2 and else
where. When the sun appears like the moon, sky like 
t"ed Mailji~tha (madder), the wind is not retained, 
-and the head smells like a raven's nest, a man should 

lmow that his life is approaching its end-{1<14~d)~'R'm il 
... r.r·~··"•·· .,....~ 

!~_.<:~··\\\ UTt OF AD;·;·· ... 
{; · \'\ \ .. - -- -... _ _-.;:;0 -..... «""r l t--,«:--'\· 
~'( Aec. No. };·K.;~. "\ ~!':> 
S\ - ~ ~ 
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R{rncr ~fcl~a'Tfu Pcl~ 1 He is then advised to do what 
he must do and finish-« ?.!<I_ <ti~'F:i ~ ~<I. ~il ~~ 
~<;{~-and recite the following verses from the ~gveda 
(i.e., IX. 67. 21-27; VIII. 6. 30; IX. 113. 6-11; and 
I. 50. 10). The other omens of death mentioned here are: 
sun appearing pierced and looking like the nave of a 
cart-wheel ; one's own shadow being pierced; sight of 
one's own image in a mirror or in water with a crooked 
head or no head ; pupils of the eye are seen crooked or 
inverted; threads appearing in group when the eyes are 
covered and when looked are not seen so; the usual 
sound of a burning fire or a moving chariot is noticed 
when the ears are covered and when listened to it is not 
perceived; fire appearing blue like the neck of a 
peacock; lightning seen in cloudless sl<y; seeing no 
lightning in a cloudy sky where it actually takes place;. 
bright rays as it were in a great cloud ; seeing the 
ground as though burning ; oneself being slain by a 

black man with black teeth or by a boar, or oneself 

being assaulted by a monl<ey; oneself carried off swiftly 
by the wind; spitting out the gold one has swallowed ; 

eating honey; chewing stalks; carrying a single red lotus; 

driving with a team of asses or boars and wearing a 

wreath of red flowers; driving a black cow with black 
calf towards the south. All these dreams prognosticate 
death. One having a dream of any of these is enjoined 

to fast the following day, cook Payasam, and offer the

oblation repeating each verse of the Ratrisukta (~gveda 
X. 127. 16), and partake of it himself, feeding with other 
food Brahmal}as. 
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After this digression on prognostications the most im

portant passage of the Upani!iad is suddenly introduced: 

~ lf: sm: (=~mer.. ~~&~n~{!'~ fcrt?~:) 8l~c=r: 8lrrcr: 

8lmf: 8li'lq: BR'l: ~: 6Fflft\'l: mar il;:CIT ~'lT 8l~'lT mm 
f<~~mrr :51~ ~!'it ~wrr~~am: ~= it 8ll('iff ~ ~ 1 

One should know that the Puru~a within all beings who 

is different from body and mind, who is not heard, not 
reached, not thought, not subdued, not seen, not under-

' stood, not classified, but who hears, thinks, sees, classifies, 
sounds, understands, and knows, is one's own Self. This 
is the true conception of the Atman established in 
Vedanta by passages such as Brh., III. 7. 13, 8. 11; 
Kau!?., I. 8; Pras'., IV. 9; Kena IV. 4-6 and Nrsim., I. 11. 

Then comes the secret doctrine of the ' whole speech ' 
-a sP.ction in which the earth, fire, :F.gveda, eye, and 
PraQa are taught to be considered as spars'as (mutes); 
middle space, air, Yajurveda, ear, and Apana are to be 
considered as U!?man (sibilants); and sky, sun, Samaveda, 
mind, a.nd Vyana are to be considered as svaras (vowels). 
This aggregate meditation based on the alphabet is 

followed by a highly poetic passage in which the human 

body is likened to a lute, a counterpart of the divine lute. 

<!l~ ~~ ~ei ~eft ct'Tulr +rcrfu, M~trn«~1 il~'f cftan +JC~fu 1 

li~T~ im:: ~~= fm: ; lf~Tflff: ~{ ~ 6l~:; ~ 
ll~l:~ f"'~ ~ ~'ir; cn(\ii ~~~r: ~lf ~5&l{T: ; ~~ 
~~~~T: 001 ~ 6l~~H; ~C!U:; ~~ 8l~T ~: ~ ~~: 
~q~f: ; ~~1~ei ~~a'T a~'T ~ affil ~ q~'ffi't ; ~'IT 
~ci alii~ =<i~T Nf(m +r<tfu ~ci <ll~ll ~ =<i~l ftrl{m I 
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wl~ ~ ~ ~ • 3U cftorr ai~Rf I ~ q') ~ ~ffi ~;ff cftort 
~ ~~ ~R£ ~finn ~ <fitffi"4Cffa 1 li5f £fi ~f ~ 
+n~ fq~ cr;r 11-' The human lute is an imitation of 

the divine lute. Just as the human lute has a head, so 
that has a head ; just as this bas a stomach, so that has 
a cavity; just as this has a tongue, so that has a tongue; 
just as this has fingers, so that has strings; just as this 
has vowels, 50 that has tones; just as this has con
sonants, so that has touches; just as this produces 
sound and is firmly strung, so that produces sound and is 
firmly strung; just as this is covered with a hairy skin, 
so that is covered with a hairy skin -in ancient times 
they covered the lute with a hairy skin. He who knows 
this divine lute is listened to when he speaks, the earth 
is filled with his fame, and wherever the learned speak 
in assemblies there he will be known.' 

Here a Mantra is given to be repeated when one's recita
tion or speech does not give pleasure to an audience. 

The text runs : aiTBrfcti:TT<rr: if ~1 ~: qf{w qfq; 1 ije{~ 
•n:q ~mii'T :q~m~ <~~ 1 

This teaching is praised as the essence of speech. 

Now in the last section of this Aral).yaka a new allegori· 
cal interpretation of Sarilhita is given connected with the 
letters 'I.J.' and ':? ', and the views of Krsnaharita .. . , 
Hrasva Mal).d"Ukeya, and Sthavira S'akalya arei cited as 
authority. The Book closes with a significant passage 
registering a philosophic view of the Kava!?eya seers; 

~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~e-: ens= ~= CfiTCftt~r:-fcnflm "~+r··•it· 
~' f~ cp.i li~mf, ~ ~ snlli ~: SlM C£R ; liT tQcr 
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~: U ~~:-'To what end shall we study the Vedas? 
To what end shall we sacrifice ? For we sacrifice PraQa in 
Va.k and Vak in PraQa. For what is tbe beginning that is 
.the end.' The passage suggests a purely spiritual form of 
worship comprising of still contemplation without any 
.external worship and sacrifice. The whole doctrine of 
the Sarilhitas is deemed secret and it is not to be im
parted to him who is not a resident pupil, who has not 
lived with the teacher for one year, and who is not to 
become a teacher-ffi' ~: ~~:if at~rf~ 51'l'i''iH'( if 

st~<nfe~ ~ stSI~ ~~f 3ffiifP-If: II '"" 
The fourth AraQyaka consists solely of a group of 

verses called mahanamni studied in the forest, the 
philosophical importance of which is not as high as the 
·Other parts as has been noticed. Their use is set forth 
by As'valayana in the SUtra VII. 12. 10. In the fifth 
AraQ.yal{a is described the Ni!1kaivalya S'astra, the great 
chant used in the Mahavrata Ceremony during the 
Madhyndina-savana (mid-day libation). This Book 
written in Smra style forms a sort of a complement to 
the first Arai}yaka. 

S'ri S'ankaracarya takes the whole Arat)yaka, except
-ing chapters IV-VI of the second Arai]yaka, as dealing 

with religious rituals and meditations. That they teach 
very little of Paramatman is amply clear from the 
summary we have given above. S'ri S'ankara is quite 
-clear on the point that the Upanil;lad teaches only 

Brahman or the second-less spiritual reality. Even 
the highest worship of the Cosmic Reality lauded as 

PraQa, HiraQ.yagarbha, and Prajapati will lead only 
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to the Deity; it cannot give Brahman-realization 

or AtmajiHina. The Atmasatka deals with this, em

ploying the familiar method known as Adhyaropa 

and Apavada. Up to the penultimate passage of the 

first chapter of the Upani~?ad superimposition of the 
universe on Reality is described and the rest of the book 
is devoted to the annulment of this superimposed view. 
The main purpose of the U pani~ad is to impart the 
knowledge : 1. Atman alone is the substance of this 
universe; 2. In reality there is nothing except Atman ; 

3. Atman is Prajnana or Pure consciousness, the essen
tial Self of man ; 4. Prajilana or Atman has become 

everything from Indra and Prajapati down to the grossest 
creation; 5. One who possesses a deep and direct reali
zation of this second-less Atman attains immortality. 
This is Brahmavidya. It may be shown that the 
recognized canons of interpretation confirm this. They 

• • 0 

are-~:, ;atmQR:, 6l~H.1:, 6l~ClaT, 'fml{, 6l:qC{lf.\:, and 

;aqqfu:, i.e. agreement between the opening and conclu

sion, emphasis by repetition, novelty, a realizable value, 

recommendation through praise, and reasonableness. 
The Atman taught in the opening sentence is equated 

with Prajilana Brahman in conclusion, clearly indicating 
that Atman alone is the theme of the whole tract. That 
that Brahman-Atman reality is everything is reiterated 

in the passages 6H~T qf ~<ti l:I;Cfl!:!' SlHlffl:.; ~ ~if !!~ j(~ 
(IO+I~lffi.; ~<ITu~~aTtif Sl~I"R:~ <lr+!il"li!M ~fr-a ; ~~T ••• , 
etc. The novelty of the teachings consists in the fact 
that the knowledge taught is original to the U pani~ads. 
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The reward to be realized is immortality. The entry of 
the Atman into the world and the body created by Him 
are only arthavada to emphasize the unity of Atman; 
they are not statements of historical facts. The last test 
of reasonableness is asserted when the states of the self 
are analysed in the passage ~q :i[q ancRJ~: etc. Thus 

this short Upani!;iad teaches concisely the core of 
Brahmavidya to all seekers after freedom from Samsara 
and attainment of immortal Bliss. 



NOTE ON TRANSLITERATION 

IN this book Devanagari characters are transliterated according to 
the scheme adopted by the International Congress of Orientalists 
at Athens in 1912 ancl since then generally acknowledged to be 
the only rational and satisfactory one. In it the inconsistency, 
irregularity and redundancy of English spelling are ruled out: f, 
q, w, x and z are not called to use; one fixed value is given 
to each letter. Hence a, e, i and g always represent 6i, 'q, ~and 
~ respectively and never "q, !{, ~ and Gf_ or other values which 

they have in English; t and d are always used for (L and ~ 
only. One tialde, one accent, four macrons and ten dots 
(2 above, 8 below) are used to represent adequately and correctly 
all Sanskrit letters. Tile letter C alone rept·esetltS "!_. Since the 
natural function of h will be to make the agho!ja gho!ia (e.g. 
kh, ch, th, th, ph, gh, jb, (lb, db, bb), it would be an anomaly 
for a scientific scheme to use it in combinations like ch and sh for 
giving "'{_ and f!.. vaiues; hence cb here is ~ and sh tr, it. 
The vowel~ is represented by :r because ri, legitimate for ft only, 
is out of place, and the singular :ri is an altogether objectionable 
distortion. The tialde over n represents sr' fi. Accent mark overs 

gives if[, s'; dots above m and n give anusvara (..:_), m and ~, iJ, 

respectively. Dots below b and r give visarga (:), !J. and~. t• 
respectively. Dots below s, n, t and d give their corresponding 
-cerebrals 'i_ 7 IJ!.. 7 ~and i!!:_, !j, Q, t and Q ; and macrons over a, i, u and 
t give a, i, u, r respectively, Macrons are not used to lengthen the 
quantity of e and o, because they always have the long quantity in 
Sanskrit. Sanskrit words are capitalized only where special 
distinctiveness is called for, as in the opening of a sentence, title of 
books, etc. The scheme of transliteration in full is as follows: 

81 a, 81T a, !{ i, t I, '3' u, ai u, ~ r. '=ft f', 'q e, aU o, 

' ai, aU au, .:.. m, : };!, Cfi k, ~ l<h, n g, 'Ef gh, 6' Ji, :;:r c, 
-'\ " -..... ..... ""' -, 

~ ch, ~ j, ~jb, OJ_ ii, ~ t, ~Jh, i!!:_ «}, ~ c;th, 1J!.. Q, a:. t, 
1:1 th, tt d, "l_ db, 0{, n, '!, p, ~ ph, if b. ~ bh, 1{ m, 
'{_y, \ r, ~ ..... 1, <'{_ v, lq_ s', 15£.. fi, ~ s, ii_ h. 
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"" ~Tr;:6qJO: 

aP qy~ if 'Rf« SJfifOJffi qWl) it qyf:q sffir(Wr
'llfcmfcrq ~N I q~ttf q atlviT ~q: ~ij if qy sm
~:ft~;rrqra;rrtfu;n;y_ ~rff{ 1 ~ CT~trrff{ 1 . ,..., ,..., 
~ CT~tflf'f I wmqcrg; ~'f~R'rCfg I 3TCfg qr-

qcrg; q<~~ II 
~ :mr;~ : ~fr« : ~yf.(l : II 

(For translation see the last section of the book.) 

CHAPTER ONE: SECTION ONE 

~ft: aP II at~'IT ffT ~it~ ~CfT!I anm~
~~?a;J fqqq; ~ ~~~ ~~g ~ {M I ij' {'I~P-fn'
;miiffl-~'~) qft~&ooqr~)s,~: ~ ~' 
~: !{fijgrsraft~ ~tr: l·~fqcftqu, tJTat~ttm:qr 

:am: I ~ {~it ~ ~ it~NI~IPd ~ ~ I 
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m-~=q ~ ~ :a~~€!n~t~~ 1 ~qaq=~n:ttrf~
mt~ ~ Rulr~, ~qroi; !!m'I~~I+4TsftrW~fr~ 
~f~~t, WIT~tfT srrur: I SllUJI~I~f~ f~-
~ il ,.... . ~ ~ P.-"' "' • 
·~ aJql~+"'lfT :qij~ij'i an~~~: ~OTT ·~~r~~, 

~tri ~)sf ~);n~~~~~~~~, ~ffi ~qyf;r 
~-.q 3lmqqW~~~r, ~ ~~ill~, ~~tt Jrq;f), 

q91«~, W~Tf~Rulr~ij WIT+trT amwif Sqt;ITP~~: 
fu.j fifU~~, fu~~ ~(Rt am: 11 ~ ~
wq~q-~ q~~m sr~: ~: u 
~ in the beginning ~ verily ~ (all) this 811'f11T 

Atman ~ifi: one ~ alone amfuJ:. was. 61rl{(( other 
fcirq.:r anything fu'fcf. acting as a rival if not (smfu( 
was). ~: He ~ thought-~ worlds ~ ~ let 

me create !{fu thus. ;a: He ~ these ~ worlds 

ste:~ created-8li=~: (the super-celestial region of) 

waters, +R'Ffi: (the heavens with the) celestial lights, 

+Rij_ the earth of mortals, etTIJ: (the subterranean region 
of) waters ; 6F{: that 81i=ll: waters ~ above ~ 
heavens ; 'l11: sky (~ its) Q support ; ~I{ 
the middle region +R't::qq: the region of lights; 'l~ 
the earth +R: the world of mortals ~: which 81~CJ;. 
below (H: those awl: watery region. 

~= He ~ thought-~ these ~ indeed ~m: 
(are) the worlds : wl~ guardians of the worlds i 
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"" ~ Jet me create irtfu thus. ~: He ~if: from out of the 

waters 'l:l;<f itself 3~ the person ~5~ having, raised 

~-oi!lct. fashioned. a~ over him ~;:j"aqcr. He brooded. 

·a~~ of him a{~~ thus tbrooded over 5~1{ mouth 
f.l~a burst forth, proceeded lNJ" just as 3{0'~ an 

egg (filM~ bursts open) ; 5~RI. from the mouth qyq; 

speech, CJF.r: from speech a:fm: fire. ~ nostri~ 
-~~rl{ burst forth. iilfu<fin=qll{ from the nostrils 

'51TUT: power of smell, breath, mum( from the breath 

~: air. a:fre_,aft eyes R\nromq_ burst forth. a:!fa.;+-<ml, 

from the eyes 'q§: sight, 'q§!i£: from sight a:f~: 

the sun. CfiVI"l ears fiR~~~ burst forth. ~I~ 
from the ears m'Sf~ hearing, ~m. from hearing ~~= 
the quarters. t=CI~ skin fir\fu;ucr burst forth. fCJ'i:f: 

from the skin ~ hairs, wl~~: from hairs aflliiN
<(~Q: herbs and trees. ~ the heart fif\fiRJcr 
burst forth. ~ from the heart Jt'Of: mind, Jt'Of{f: 

from the mind vi{llf: the moon. •Hfll: the navel 

fiRf~;ucr burst forth. ifl+=Qf: from the navel attJrOf: 

.down-breathing 6Nlrrnr. from down-breathing -a~: 

.death. fu.w{ the generative organ fin~ burst forth, 

fu~ from the generative organ "Uf: seed, "tm:r: from seed 

anq: water. 

In1 the beginning verily, all this was Atman1 

alone. There was nothing else existing as a 
rival. He (that Atman) thought (to Himself) : 
Let me create the worlds. Thus He created 3 
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these worlds, Ambhas, Marici, Maram, and 
.Apa}:_l. That Ambhas is above the heavens 
supported by it. Marici is the middle region. 
This earth is the Mara. The Regio~ of 
Waters below the earth is the Apa}:_l. 

He (the Atman) thought: These indeed 
are the worlds (I have created). Let me now 
create the guardians of these worlds. He 
then raised the Puru~a 41 from the waters (i.e.,. 
five elements) and fashioned him. The Atman 
brooded on the Puruf,?a, and when he was thus 
brooded over there burst forth 6 the mouth as 
an egg does. From the mouth proceeded 
speech, and from speech fire. The two nostrils 
burst forth ; and from the nostrils proceeded 
the power of smell, and from the power of 
smell air. Eyes burst forth; from the eyes. 
proceeded sight, and from sight the sun. Ears 
burst forth ; from the ears proceeded hearing,. 
and from hearing the quarters. Skin burst 
forth ; from the skin proceeded hairs, and 
from hairs, herbs and trees. The heart burst 
forth ; from the heart proceeded mind, and 
from mind the moon. The navel burst forth ~ 
from the navel proceeded the down-breath
mg, and from down-breathing death. The 
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generative organ burst forth, from the gener
ative organ seed, and from seed water. 

[NoTES-1. bt the begimting etc.-According to the 
Veda there is no such thing as first creation. So begin
ning refers to the start of a new cycle only. By asserting 
that nothing existed ·in the beginning except Atman and 
that the creation was willed by Him, the scripture 
indicates that Paramatman alone is the material and 
efficient causes of the universe which is only a projection 
or concretization of the thought-energy of Atman. The 
gulf between physics and metaphysics, matter and spirit, 
insentience and intelligence, is also thus bridged. 

Vide our Notes on Tait. II. 7. 1. 
2. .Atman-Stands for ParamU.tman, the Atman

Brahman Reality, the basic Principle of all that is, both 
living and non-living. ~mtfa"ll~ll'iiTfu~~~ 1 ~q 
~) ~: a~f!lc;:l,i!~ ift~ II That which comprehends 
everything, that which grasps objects and enjoys them, 
and that which pervades everything is Alman. In ancient 
works the term Atman is used to denote the Principle of 
Consciousness in man, self, intellect, mind, senses, inter
nal essence, nature of an object, and ultimate Reality. 
Vi~Qupurana V. 18. 55 says : liCfR'+JT :i!f~q-JOO :q SlqJWll~ 
at~T ~1"'1:. I 6tff~T :q q{+Jw.IT :q t<iit<fi: ~'ClT ~a: II The 
highest denotation of Atman is 'Being, Intelligence, In
finitude,'-the Ultimate Reality, which is the basis, sub
stance, and substratum of all else that appear as the 
multiplex universe. The bifurcation of existence into the 
dual aspects of subject and object is only a phenomenon 
of the Atman and that has no absolute value. Hence, 

3 
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in the view of S'ankaracarya the passages that follow 
describing creation are to be understood only in a 
secondary sense, Arthavada. It is here made clear that 
the Absolute Reality or Atman holds within itself poten
tially both the aspects of existence-Substance and 
Intelligence. Vve therefore find here a solution for the 
quarrel between Idealism and Realism. 

3. He created etc.-Some take this description of 
creation as that of Bhiitasr~ti while others take it as 
mere flight of imagination. Through figures and im
ageries here as in other parts of the Vedas, the ~~is 
present a concrete picture of creation from the level of 
sense-perception. The division of the universe into 
fourteen worlds often· found in the PuraQaS has its 
beginning in the four-fold division mentioned here. The 
higher worlds above Suvarlolm are called here Ambhas 
(the world of celestial waters) probably from the fact 
that the higher sky is as blue as the deep sea an(] also 
because of the popular belief that rain comes from the 
higher region. Dyulol{a, the abode of gods, which 
comes immediately below, is called here the support of 
the Ambho-loka. The intermediate space, which is just 
above our head, is the next world through which rays of 
light pass and that is why it is called Marici here. Our 
earth is called Maram, the mortal world, because every 
creature of this world is liable to death. The nether 
regions are named here as Ap or the world of water. 
Probably the name is suggested by the old belief 
that the waters of the ocean descend up to the nadir 
and pervade the entire nether worlds. But all these 
are based upon the crude popular beliefs of the 
time. 
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But the higher view of the Vedas regarding creation 
and the worlds is, in the first place, that there has been 
no creation; the manifestation of the visible is but an 
-expression of the inner Reality. Creation is nothing but 
the evolution of Nama and Rupa, name and form, from 
the Unmanifested. And this evolution, although it may 
have some pragmatic value, has no absolute reality; it 
is only a phenomenon, a reading of Reality. How could 
the absolute Brahman, one without a second, indivisible 
and infinite in nature, mutate into the gross physical 
world ? The whole thing is a false reading of the 
Reality. Matter itself is but a shadow (chaya), a glory 
(mahima), a power (S'akti), tbe Maya of the Supreme 
Being. Creation and the physical world are true only 
so far as man's physical life is concerned. But if things 
can be seen from the standpoint of the inner core of 
Reality, which is called in the Vedanta the Atman, then 
the whole universe with all its manifold layers of expres
sion would appear as so many concentric circles around 
that one common centre, the Paramatman. All the 
fourteen worlds mentioned above are but so many planes 
of consciousness, each with the varied contents of its 
own. The grossest world is the outermost circle, 
receded farthermost from the centre; and the subtlest, 
the Brahmaloka, or Satyaloka as it is called sometimes, 
the plane of Hira~yagarbha, is the innermost circle. 
These fourteen planes range in their subtlety or gross
ness as they approach to or recede away from the 

centre, the Atman. 
4. Puru~a-Here stands for the Virat-atman, the 

aggregate Being-~ 3~ ~~lm''<f!Q. ~llft\Rr s,~: or 

'!_: ~\'R ~f.[qt ~=lml ~~;:llillq ~fu 3~: I from 
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these two etymological explanations the word means 
both, the Spirit dwelling in the individual being as well 
as the Spirit in the totality of beings. The creation of 
the Universe animated by Spirit is what is suggested 
here. fs'vara is Paramatman viewed as the material and 
efficient cause of the Universe. He is the Lord and ruler 
of the Universe. He manifested Himself as Vira~ or the 
omnific Being out of waters, i.e., out of the constituent 
elements of the universe; 'Waters' here is a synecdoche 
for all the five elements. The Taittiriyarm;tyaka I. 23. 1 

says-ant!) cU ~C{i'llti;<Q~ tl' 51\11Tcffiitii: S~ tl'i'I'~Q.. 
-W'ater alone was this Universe at first; in it on a. 
lotus the Lord of the Universe arose. The water 
element is preponderent in man, and hence man IS· 

supposed to have been created from it. 
5. Burst forth etc.-The word 'Abhyatapat' in 

the text is from the root 'tap • which in Vedic Sansluit 
means 'to create by will •. This idea of ' tapas ' is found 
in MuQc].alm I. 1. 8 etc. The process of creation is here· 
described on the analogy of the development of the 
embryo in the egg, or the foetus in the womb. After 
impregnation the life-nucleus {morula) floats in the 
amnionic fluid where the foetus develops; in the 
process of its growth various organs and faculties 
express themselves till parturition tal<es place. \iVhat 
happens in the case of the microcosm of man is supposed 
to take place in the Macrocosm of the Virat-puru~a. He 
too has evolved out of tbe waters, his organs, senses, 
and the presiding deities of the senses, developing in the 
same order as that of the child in the womb. It may 
appear curious at first that the text should have des
cribed the evolving of the senses from the sense-organs 
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and the presiding deities from the senses themselves; but 
the point becomes perfectly clear when we take note of 
the process of the evolution of the foetus itself. In its 
·evolution first appears the organ and then gradually the 
power of utilizing the organ which is generally called the 
.quickettittg stage ; and subsequently the expressions of the 
principle of consciousness through all these senses and 
organs. The appearance of consciousness or • caitanya.' 
or 'devata ', as it is figuratively described in the Vedas, 
completes the embryonic condition of life and brings it 
out to the world of expression. As in every organic 
being we notice the three factors, viz., the organ, the 
energizing principle of the organ, and the intelligence 
controlling the energy and the organ, so three things are 
always distinguished in the above text i.e., the physical 
·organ, or the seat of the senses, the senses themselves, 
.and the presiding deities of the senses. The presiding 
deities, AbhimanidevaHis, should not be taken in the 
sense that they are so many spirits or angels controlling 
the different organs of man ; but they should be under
stood in the Vedantic sense of the different expression of 

the same Atma-caitanya or Intelligence, working dif
ferently through the different sensations. That is why 
we find the word Devatas often used for the senses in the 
Upani12ads.] 

CHAPTER ONE: SECTION TWO 

ffi' ~T ~: W affiq;q({l~Ul~ sntffl~~N
~m+tnq;:qqi~C( I ffi' ~!qiltP•Ht4 9{: SfGtliflf(, 
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~ for us aw:rcfif'{ a place a:tf~Si~C'f1f%: assign 

~Fa- thus Q{~~ said. ~= he a to them a:twnu.. said

~ these ~~ in the deities ~ alone Cflli. you 

two 6li'$1T~ {I) assign ; ~ .in these ~rf~T sharers 

~ I make ~fa- thus. ~ therefore ~~ <f.~~ 'i:J 

to whatsoever ~ god ~: oblation ~ma is given a:t~

~ hunger and thirst ~'=( in that ~ sharers 
'tfcf verily ~: become. 

These gods, the guardians of the universe, 
thus created, fell into thi·s mighty ocean 1 of 
existence. He, the Creator, subjected the Virat 
or aggregate body to hunger and thirst. 
The gods spoke to Him: Grant 1 us a place 
where we can establish ourselves and eat food. 
He brought the form of a cow's body for them. 
They said: This, indeed, is not sufficient for 
us. He brought the form of a horse's body 
for them. They said: Indeed this too is not 
sufficient for us. He brought for them the 
form of a man. Seeing that they exclaimed 
in joy: Well done.3 And therefore man is 
indeed well-done. He said to them: Do 
enter • according to your places. Then fire, 
having turned to speech, entered the mouth. 
Air, having become scent, entered the nostrils; 
sun, having become sight, entered the eyes. 
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The deities of the quarters, having become 
hearing, entered the ears. The deities of the 
plants and trees, having become hairs, entered 
the skin. The moon, having become mind, 
·entered the heart. The god of death, having 
become down-breathing, entered into navel. 
The god of waters, having become seed, 
entered the generative organ. Hunger and 
thirst said to Him: Assign a place for us. He 
told them: To these deities 11 I assign you, 
and I make you sharers in them. Therefore, 
to whatsoever god an offering is made, hunger 
.and thirst become partners in it. 

[NoTES-1. Ocea1t of existence-Our mundane life, 
the interminable round of birth and death, is often 
figuratively called an ocean in the religious books of 
India. The water in this ocean, says S'r'i S'ankara, is 
nothing but sorrow resulting from unfulfilled desires; 

and the sorrow has its root in ignorance. The hegin
ningless, endless, shoreless sea of Samsara is infested 

with huge crocodiles in the shape of tormenting diseases, 
old age, and death. One may get a momentary relief in 
this ocean when one is in contact with objects that afford 
a spell of pleasure. But mighty waves of innumerable 
pangs soon engulf him when the tempestuous winds of 
<iesire for sense enjoyments blow over this sea. Every
where we hear shrieks and pitiable cries of those plunged 
in the infernal regions. Yet this ocean carries on its bosom 
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the ship of wisdom well-stored with such excellent traits 
as truth, righteousness, charity, sympathy, non-vidlencer 
tranquillity, detachment, courage and the rest. The 
company of holy men and renunciation form the char
tered route in this blue waters pointing to the shore 
beyond, viz., liberation or Mok!ila. 

2. Grant us etc.-As creatures even the gods were 
subjected to the conditions of life such as hunger and 
thirst. F:or the Creator first subjected His own Virii.f. 
or aggregate form to hunger and thirst, and as a conse
quer:ce His own emanations like Fire and Sun were also 
troubled by hunger and thirst. What is in the cause is 
found in the effect also. Life, from the smallest worm 
to the highest god, demands Bhogya, Bhogasthana, and 
Bhogopakararya-objects of enjoyment, locus of enjoy
ment, and means of enjoyment. Hence the guardian 
deities as soon as they were created, oppressed by hunger 
and thirst, demanded a locus, from where they could enjoy 
food and drink. The gods or cosmic deities-Fire, Air 
and the rest-are but the various categories indwelt by 
the Spirit; they themselves function in man as the 
impelling power behind the senses. The same gods or 
deities are thus macrocosmic and microcosmic. From 
this it is clear that there was already the cosmic body of 
the Virat wherefrom the gods originated. But residing 
in it as microcosmic deities Fire and the like could not 
enjoy food first, for that aggregate body was too vast and 
nothing fell out of it forming the object of enjoyment, 
that being all-inclusive. Hence the gods prayed to the 
Creator to make for them individual bodies. The 
reference here to the form of the ' cow ' and the ' horse' 
points to Vyasti-srsti or creation of individual creatures. 
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In the evolution of life man comes after the quadrupeds 

-cows, horses, etc.-devoid of. higher intelligence and 

discrimination. These forms are therefore unfit for the 

residence of gods. All bodies except that of man are 

meant only for enjoyment or suffering; the human body 

bas, in addition, the fitness to elevate the soul tenanting 
it to higher levels of existence; hence man is the master

piece of creation, his body alone being the Karma

yatana. Bhagavata XI. 9. 28 says: Having created 

with the help of His own unborn Magic Power bodies 

of trees, reptiles, quadrupeds, birds, insects, and fish, 

the Creator was not satisfied; He then created Puru!?a 

endowed with intelligence capable of realizing the Divine 

Reality, and He was delighted-~T 3UfUT fclfcp:n~~

ss~~T 't~::rr<l. m"taq~ ~"~~ll~ 1 a-R'r{g,~~: 3~ 
fcrlilTll' R~T~cr.fciqoi ij~rq ~: II For reason why man 
is the crown of creation Vide Supra, pages 10 and 11. 

3. '\-Veil-done-The original term 'Sulqta' means 
well-fashioned i.e., the best of all created forms. It may 
also be taken as' Svakrta' or made by Himself i.e., made 
by the Creator Hims;lf to His full satisfaction. This 
suggests the idea that man is created in the image of 
God. Hence the human form is the root of all good 

deeds and noble aspiration. 
4. Do enter etc.-In the previous section (page 32) 

it was declared that from the Virat-puru~a came forth 
various faculties and their corresponding deities. The 
Virat-puru:?a's mouth, nostrils, sight, ears, skin, heart, 
navel, and generative organ gave rise to the guardian 
deities Fire, Air, Sun, Quarters, Herbs and Trees, Moon, 
Apana, and waters. Each one of these stand for the 
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cosmic deity behind the phenomenon noted above; thus 
Herbs and Trees stand for the deities behind herbs and 
trees; by 1 Quarters' the deities of the quarters are meant; 
Apii.na stands for the deity Death, and Water stands for 

that aspect of Prajiipati presiding over water and the other 
four elements. Now, here, in this section we get the 
-description how these regents of the univer~e representing 
the Virat·puru!?a entered the created individual. Fire, the 
presiding deity of the mouth with the power of speech 
entered mouth; this means that the microcosmic Puru~a 
is capable of speech because he is endowed with the 
-organ of speech, the power of articulation, and the deity 
of speech impelling behind. To know the relation between 
the seat of a sense, its functioning, and the deity behind, 
it is necessary to bear in mind the maxim 1 samghatasya 
pararthatvat', to wit 1 an aggregate whole, an organ or 
an organism, has its existence because of something 
·else for whose sake it exists'. The senses are instruments 
made of subtle material and their operation cannot take 
place unless we posit something for which they operate. 
The deities are therefore the powers that wield and work 
the senses. These three factors are sometimes called 
Adhyiitma, Adhidaiva, and Adhibhiita. V£de Bhagavata 
III. 6. 6-25. As soon as the seat of the organ appeared, 
the function and the power behind impelling the func
tion, also manifested through the organ. In each case 
we are to understand the seat of the sense, the sense
-organ, and the presiding deity clearly and distinctly as 
their seats and functions cannot be interchanged. That 
is why it is said that each entered 'his own abode'. 
The relation between the deity and the sense is not one 
of cause and effect but one of co-existence, and each one 
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of the deities work for the sake of the conscious Being 
who is the indweller and master of the body. 

5. To these deities etc.-Hunger and thirst are 

abstract notions; and enjoyment of food is possible 
only when they appear associated with a tangible body 
of a Jiving being. Therefore a site was assigned to them 
in Fire and other gods dwelling in the mouth etc., as well 
as outside; and they are invoked when offerings are made. 
By stating that hunger and thirst are made sharers in the 
deities and not in the Puru~a it is suggested that the 

true nature of Puru~?a as ·Atman is beyond the taint of 

Sarilsara such as hunger and thirst. In fact the entangle

ment of Puru~?a in the Sarbsara is not really true.] 

CHAPTER ONE: SECTION THREE 

~ ~~ait !! ~)~r~ ~)~qr~r~T?Iif~q: ~~r~Rf 1 

msqr~q~~; ~~sf~~ar•q) i{f~rq~ I ~~ 

m liffl\~fPl~ ~ ijiJ_ I ij~~~f~~~ {{U~~~
tf~ I ij~:qT~~~~ , ij'?(f~~ijl:;n , ~U~ I \:r 

~~~:qt!{ltS~f~qr~~ ~~T~'PJC~ I ffil_ !{~ • 
illf~~a_, ({?ff~Of'lf~ !JT~'l ij{tg;~ I ~ ~~~~ 
lJTUrijijf{tS~f~SJ'flJtt l~'PfCP:r~ I ~~qy~~~, 
({~T~'lf~~qt ~tfg;~ I ~ ~~~'ll!lfs~ ~~~ 
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{~q*~tta: 1 a~ws.un~ffi(, ~ostl~'fwfl-ewS.ur 
~ ~ ~~~ ~ !f g4{ I ij' t1~'1-e~ "" .. u~~li•.:t-e~~qr {fffll~Pft~ I 

r•. ~ 

tl*f'iift~~a:, ~~rn !lit"Q~ 1 {:~' tf'~~-
~ ~ ~ 

~ttm:~r {Cft'~~~a: 1 a;:q;ren~wa:, ~-

'4flf;fl .. q;rer ~~ 1 {:~' tl'~'1·"~~~, e"tf'Tfc1T 
~ ~'"'" iH~'"' {Cft'~;r~ 1 (11~~fGltlffil, aom~1tt;:r~0~ 
~ ~~~~ ~ ~ ij4{ I ~ ~·"'e~?t~I~&.Q~IIi.~~ {fffllq'Sit~f.l'a: I 

ij~qj~WflMftffi{' ~t(li:ftf'a: I WrTS?I~f.l' !lit tl'~
~~qf ~q tf'~g;: I 
~ {~ i:ii~ fr~ qfla- ~ffi I ~ {~ i:iid~ur 

~T Wf I {:~' {~a tl'fu: ffRTf~~, ~fu: ~
;nf'lfsrTMij, ~ ~~~ ~~, ~fu: m~or ~ij, tf'fu: 
~ ~' ~ a:r;R1f ~qrij' ~?1~+"7.{qyf;ffl' 
tf'~ fu-Wr N{WI'-1 ~sWrfu 1 {:~' ~~' «}qr;f 

Wt(l~dtlt ~ SJm.lij" I ~ fcmij"'ifq ~~
~IP!:('i~ I 

~ Sf7.l' ~qr: ;p.J: ~= 1 ar~~~stl'
qm:r~sqlf(cr~q {fu I ~ csmft ~f+fo~~~, 
w~rtt ~<")~qrfu:ftrl ~ ~ ~" il~ 
~H\qqq~tfra.C(qC{tUf'fflT ~ I a~f~A·~ wrrit({·~ t ~ 
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ifJq I af~ \=l'rm~ ~~ tRT~IJf I qu~
flrtt ~cr ~ ~r:, mmsrtr ~cr ft ~: II ~fu 
Q:awq~~ st"''W-"lfA ~: ~s: 11 

U: He, Is'vara, ~CI thought-~ these ~ indeed 

~: the worlds :q and t?l'b%i51: the guardians of the 

world :q and. ~!(: for these a{ifi{_ food eft~" let me create 
~ thus. U: He 61q: waters (i.e., five elements) ~
ffi'CL (he) brooded over, created by will : 61flJCI'W'P-f: 

brooded over ~= from those ~: form ~ sprang 

up, lfT which ~ verily Ur that well known ~M": form 

atmlffi sprang up, Bl?{IJ. food ~ verily ffiL that. aa:_ that 

referred to above ~tr. this 61~1{ created (~ food) 
~r~ turning back 61~~ desired to run away. an. 
that (food) qr:;:rr by speech 61Ril~ (he) sought to seize: 

WI:. that crr:qr by speech ~ to seize "' erniillla:, (be) 
was not able. u: He, the first enjoyer ~ if i[ indeed 

CIFIT with speech 1:1;"'1(( this ~~t( were able to seize 

af'i{i{ food ~~ by uttering the name i[ verily 

WI merely i$1~ (he) had been satisfied. at( that 

snii'tit with breath 61~ (he) sought to seize. ~tr. that 

5lrii't<f with breath ~§.i{ to seize if 61~ (he) was 

not able. U: He q([_ if i[ indeed snii'tif with breath 

~ this euit~a:_ were able to seize 61'ill{ food 6lf~SI~ 
having attained I[ verily 1:1;<1 merely 6151'~({. (he) would 

have been satisfied. aQ that :qg1SlT with sight 61~ 
(he) sought to seize. act that ~ with sight ~ 
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to seize o:r ~({ (he) was not able. «: He liQ.. if ~ 

verily :q§'U with sight ~IillO:, were able to seize,. 

ar.i'l, food qr having seen ~ verily ~<I merely sr-J~ 

(he) would have been satisfied. ffi( that ~or with 

bearing ~ (he) sought to seize. ffi( that ~or 
with hearing ~ to seize ;:r Olmti"m. was not able. 

ij': He liQ.. if ~ verily ~ this ~~or with hearing 
~ 

em'ii~>~q: were able to seize, Ofm:{ food ~by hearing 

~ indeed ~ merely ~ would have been satisfied. 

~ that ~ with skin ~l[eyQ (he) sought to seize,. 

ffii. that fc[:qT with skin ~il'I. to seize o:r 01'~ (he) 

was not able. «: He ~0:. if ~ verily ~·m. this ~ 
with skin ~ were able to seize, affl'{ food ~~if 
having touched ~ verily ~ merely 01'51'~ (he) would 

have been satisfied. ffii. that +[i{Gl by the mind ~~ 
(he) sought to seize. mr. that +!iffif by the mind 

~~ to seize ;:r ~ (he) was not able. ~= He lRl 

if ~ verily +!'i!ID by the mind ~~CI. were able to seize, 

~ food 1illlffi thinking about ~ verily ~ merely 

etSJ~ (be) would have been satisfied. ffi( that f~-Wf 
with the generative organ 61~~ (he) sought to 

seize. ffii. that fu~ with the generative organ 

~ to seize ;:r amRilO:. (he) was not able. ~: he l!O:, 
if ~ verily fu~ with the generative organ a{!:f't~rt 
were able to seize, atmr_ food~ by giving~ verily 

'Q:<I merely Sl~O:. (be) would have been satisfied. crcr 
that aN~ir.J with the down-breathing ~~ (he) 
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sought to seize ; ffii. then ~ seized. ~: that ~: 

this 8ffi'~ of food ~: seizer l.fCI. which (is called) CJT!I: 
air (Apii.na). 'O;Iif: this ~({_ which Cfl!l: vayu ~: living 

by food ~ verily. 

~: He ~~o thought: ;m:_ me ~ without ·<fi~ ~ 
bow possibly ~~ this ~ will be ~ thus. ~: He 

~~o thought: ~ by which (way) srq~ shall I reach 

• ~fa- thus. ~: He ~o thought : ~~ if CJRrf by speech 

Slf~~ uttered, ~fc\ if SlrUtif with breath Slnt

srrforol{ breathed, ~~ if '<l~~r with sight a~ seen, 

~fu: if ~ur with hearing ~ffl{ hea~d, ~ if ~ with 

skin ~'l touched, ~fc\ if ~Nm with mind ~Rili. is medi

tated, ~re: if m<t with down-breathing ~ 
digested, ~fu: if fu~<t with the generative organ fc«l~ 
emitted, Sl:tf then Cfi: who am:l{ I (am) ~ thus. ~: He 

~ this ~ alone '!ft+rrifl{ suture ~ having split 

open l:l;o~T by this aRr by the door SIJ1Rffi entered. ~ 

'Q;1'fl this well known ~: opening "fllJ named ~: 

door; Gq:_ t;ffii. this well-known ~"fl{ place of 

happiness. 
o~~ of him '5{~: three arrcffim: places of dwelling-

~str: sleeps :;{~: three; <W-ll{ this arrcffi~: dwelling

place, Sl~l{ this ancre~: dwelling-place, et~l{ this 

Sln~~: dwelling-place. ~: He mer: being born ~fif 
beings ~~l!CI.. comprehended-~ here fctiq:_ what 

6Pll{ other Cflq~Q. can I proclaim ~ thus. ~: He 

'O;o'l_ this 9.~1{ Person 'O;<i only Gef+!'l{ most pervasive 

~iii Brahman et~a:_ saw-~'!_ this ~'1. I have 

4 
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seen ~ thus. ~ therefore ~~: seen as this ... 
I![ Cf verily ;m:r name ~: Idandra. ~~~~ Idandra 

~ being ~ him crit~ indirectly ~ll:: Indra 

~ thus BJRl~ (they) call. f%: for ~err: gods qfu:rfs!:qr: 
mystery.}oving ~ as it were. 

He,1 the Creator, thought: There are these 
worlds and their guardian deities; let me 
create food 2 for them. He brooded over the 
waters; and from the waters thus brooded over 
sprang up the form, or organic matter. And 
now the form thus born was verily the created 
food. The food that was thus projected, out 
of fear attempted to run away. He, the first 
embodied being, sought to seize it by speech 3 

(as he did not know others who ate food 
or their way of eating) ; but he could not 
seize it with speech. Were he able to seize 
it with speech, later man created by him would 
have verily been satisfied by merely utlering 
the name of food. He sought to seize it 
by breath, but he could not seize it by 
breath. Were he able to seize it by breath, 
man would have verily been satisfied by the 
mere scent of food. He sought to seize it by 
sight, but he could not seize it by the eye. 
vVere he able to seize it by the eye, man would 
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have verily been satisfied merely by the sight 
·of food. He sought to seize it by the ear, 
but he could not seize it by the ear. vVere he 
able to seize it by the ear, man would verily 
have been satisfied by merely hearing about 
·food. He sought to seize it by the skin, but 
he could not seize it by the skin. vVere he able 
to seize it by the skin, man would have been 
·satisfied by merely touching food. He sought 
to seize it by the mind, but he could not seize 
it by the mind. Were he able to seize it by 
the miAd, man would have verily been satisfied 
by merely thinking about food. He sought to 
seize it with the generative organ, but he could 
not seize it with the generative organ. Were 
be able to seize it by the generative organ, 
man would have verily been satisfied by merely 
assimilating and ejecting food. He sought to 
seize it by the A pan a and he seized it. There
fore it is the Apana that seizes the food; and 
verily Vayu or the Apana is the chief cause 
in supporting life by food. 

He, the Creator, thought: How • can this 
{aggregate of body, senses, etc.,) remain with
out me? He thought: By 11 which of the two 
ways (i.e., feet and head) shall I enter the 
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organism? He thought: If the speech names,. 
if scent smells, if the eye sees, if the ear hears,. 
if the skin feels, if the mind thinks, if the 
Apana digests, and if the generative organ 
emits, what then am I? Having slit open 
the suture of the skull, He, indeed, entered 
the body by that door. That door is called 
Vid:rti, the place of joy. It is the Nandanar 

For 8 him there are three seats and three 
dreams. This dwelling place, and this, and 
this. Thus 7 born, He named alJ things and 
thought if He could name anything besides 
Himself. He perceived this very Beingt 
Brahman, over-spreading all, and with wonder 
He cried' Oh surely I 8 have seen it'. There
fore Idandra is his name. E"or surely Idandra s.
is his name and they call him who is known 
as Idandra by his mysterious name Indrar 
Indeed, the gods love mystery. Indeed, the 
gods love mystery. 

[NOTES-I. He, the Creator, thought-S'vet. Up. 
VI. 16 describes fs'vara as the cause of release from 
transmigration as well as the cause of bondage to the 
wheel of birth and death-ti~~.rft~~g: I Hence 

it is natural that he attached to the gods hunger and 
thirst and also without their request thought of creating 
food for them. To question the act of the Almighty 
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would be to deny His omnipotence and freedom, and 
to judge Him from the standard of the creature. 

2. Food for them-The inner significance of the 
passage is that the will of Parames'vara for further 
<:reation made it possible for the causal and subtle matter 
to evolve into gross forms. The seed evolves into a 
tree, and what makes it possible to evolve is the same 
Divine Will which is called in common parlance the 
Law of Nature. And it is this gross form of matter 
which sustains the subtle existence as it were : we can
not understand or conceive the causal without the help 
·of the gross, the subtle depending upon the gross for its 
cognition. Hence the gross 'form' is termed here 
4 Food'. Further, the gross object!ii have been called 
food as they are enjoyed by the senses and their pre
siding devatas. 

3. Speech etc.-We get here a hint of an important 
psychological fact that it is through insight, trial, and 
.error the functional activity of each organ was acquired. 
That Apana, the air coursing down the hollow of the 
mouth, alone catches food and supports life was found 
.out only after trying with speech, scent, eye, ear, touch, 
mind, and begetting organ. It is not possible to swallow 
food without the help of Apana breath drawn in through 
the mouth. Hence the breath Apana is called Annayu.l;l 
(i.e., annadvare]fa ayu!?yahetul;l), i.e., the chief cause in 
supporting life through food. Life lasts only as long as 
the Pral}a is in the body. The Apana is the vital energy 
that works throughout the alimentary canal and the 
.degestive organs including the lower intestines, receiving, 
degesting, and excreting food. Hence it alone is the 

true seizer of food. 
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4. How catt this remain etc.-The inner significance 
of the passage is that the body with the aggregate of the 
senses would be perfectly meaningless and incapable of 
proper functioning without the intelligent principle, the 
soul, to guide it from within. A combination of different 
elements must necessarily be for an entity quite different 
from all the composing elements. As for instance, a. 
house built by different composing materials is meant 
for the man or any other living being quite different 
from the materials composing it; so the body which is
composed of the different materials must necessarily be· 
meant for the purpose of an entity quite different from 
the composing elements. This is one of the arguments' 
adopted by the Sankhya School to prove the existence 
of Puru~a, the pure principle of Intelligence who is 
dwelling in, yet quite different from, the body, which is. 
composed of the different modifications of Pralqti or 
Matter. The Atman is signified here as a monarch 
residing in the palace of this body and for whose purpos~ 
the different functionaries, the senses, are performing 
their respective duties. 

5. By which of the two ways.-In the Aitareyara- · 
l)yaka (see page 6) it is stated that Prat)a entered the· 
body by the fore part of the feet. Atman as the active
principle or Kriyfts'akti (=Prat}a) entered the body by· 
the tip of the feet ; the part of the body below the neck 
is therefore more flexible and helpful for locomotion. But 
Prat)a is only a lower expression of Atman, a mere 
servant bound to obey the behests of the Atman. Hence 
the place where PraQa entered the body is not fit for 
Atman, the Overlord, to enter. He therefore entered 
the body through the crown, the suture in the head 
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called Brahmarandhra, as Jnanas'akti or Knowledge
Principle. This door-way by which a ray of the Para
matman entered the body in essence and became the ]iva 
is called Vidrti or 'cut' ; it is distinct from the other 
openings like eye, ear, etc., which are the passage for 
Fire, Air, etc., the powers of the guardian deities who 
are but the servants of the Atman. Hence they cannot 
afford the greatest opening of joy. This door is intended 
for Paramatman alone and hence it is the door of bliss
Nandanam dval;l, i.e., the happy gate; for the soul 
passing through it at death attains progressive Libera
tion or Kramamukti, by gaining Brahmaloka. According 
to modern researches the cortex or the brain is supposed 
to be the organ of the mind and the seat of conscious
ness. All the motor and sensory activities of man 
proceed from the cerebral centres; therefore brain is 
the first and last place of consciousness in the human 
body. Probably that is the reason why the head and the 
suture at the crown are so important in the view of the 
U pani!iadic seers. 

6. For him there are three seats etc.-The Creator 
who has entered the body as ]ivatman has three places 
of residence: in the state of waking the region of the 
sense of sight, i.e., the right eye, in the state of dream 
the inward organ, and in deep sleep the ether of the 
heart. Or these three places of dwelling may be the 
father's body, the mother's body and one's own body as 
will be specified in the next section. From the passage 
in BralzmoPalliljad-~';{Fll :j!TiT{ fC!~Hr. <iii; ~H fCJ~~q:_ 1 

~H ~~ "'' gD~ ~~~aq:-paraphrasing the first 

meaning it is clear that the brain, the neck, and the 
heart are the three centres of consciousness. The three 
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dreams are sleeping, waking, and dreaming states. 
Deep sleep and dream visions are both called Svapna in 
Sanskrit. Here even the ordinary waking experience 
is subsumed under the term Svapna because there 
does not arise the consciousness of the ultimate Reality 
in the ordinary }Iva before illumination, and because the 
world spectacle is as illusory as the dream universe: 
for one experiences a dream when Reality is screened 
from him and an unreal something is presented in its 
place. This is exactly what happens in dream, vide 

Maqdukyakarika II. The Brahmic Consciousness alone, 
which is absolute, immutable and permanent, is the truly 
awakened state of the soul. 

7. Thus bortt etc.-The ParamD.tman created the 
universe with no other material than Himself; He 
then ordered the regent gods presiding over the elements, 
the sensory and motor activities, the internal and ex
ternal faculties, hunger and thirst acting as motive forces 
for pushing up the creatures in the ladder of evolution, 
food for all living things, and man-form as the most 
suitable abode of Atman; finally individuating Himself 
as ]iva He entered the body as a prince enters his own 
city. But the ]Iva forgets his original nature in the 
universal dream of Ignorance conjured up by Maya. 
After subjecting himself to the severe impact of threefold 
sorrows in the ocean of transimgration when the }Iva 
awakens to the truth that lie is essentially Paramatman, 
he perceives everything from the elements upward to 
Brahma identical with Himself and ejaculates what 
else besides the Atman there is for him to name ? Thus 
the above passage adumbrates the stage of Self-illumina
tion which the individual soul attains under the benign 
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influence of the Guru, Scripture, and spiritual discipline. 
The illumined soul after examining the creatures sepa
Tately whether they have svatab-satta, or independent 
being, finally concludes that there is nothing different 
from the true Self. The passage is translated also: ' He 
lool{ed through all beings to see whether any one wished 
to proclaim another Self' ' Whom else but Him can 
I here affirm to exist ? ' It clearly indicates the principle 
-of Apavilda or denial of a dual entity and the assertion 
-of the one Paramatman. 

8. I have see1t it-The drift of this passage is that 
Is'vara ~r Atman when got individualized as ]iva ex
pressed or illumined the universe by his comprehension. 
The object of knowledge (~~:) wholly depends upon the 
capacity of knowledge (~f'ffi:) of the subject for its 
expression (Si'liffi':) ; for material obects are not self
expressive (~: Sliiro:). Hence the relative world is 
wholly dependent upon the relative consciousness of the 
individual soul. But the dual cognition of subject and 
object based on relative consciousness appears to be the 
only truth in the beginning, i.e., while A vidya still clouds 
the mind. Next, when the soul begins to scrutinize the 
nature of this object and understands the true meaning 
.0 £ the plurality of its visions, it feels Brahman as the only 
first Principle in the form of a logical necessity. Sub
sequently what appeared to him first as a mere logical 
necessity slowly dawns upon the consciousness as its 
permanent content. And this transmutation, or better 
evolution, of the individual consciousness into Brahman 
-consciousness, is generally called 'realization of Brah
man' and is indicated here by the utterance, 'I have 
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seen it'. The ]iva wants to see what other Principles 
besides his own intelligent self could there be behind 
this scene of plurality of the sense-universe. As a result 

of Self-realization the ]Iva feels within his own con
sciousness, that the intelligent Principle which constitutes 

his very soul and has appeared so long to his mind as 
an individual entity, is the immanent Principle of all 
existing objects and is the very be-£ng of the universe. 
Thus it is that he realizes Brahman as the most all
pervasive Principle. 

9. ldandra-Here is an etymological method of 
impressing a philosophical truth. The Giti1 calls the 
Paramatman as Upadra~ttt. The ]iva who has realized 
his own Atman as the Self-luminous, universal, inner 
Principle is called !dam + dra i.e. this-seeing. On the 
strength of the Upani!iadic maxim 'Brahma-veda Bni.h
maiva bhavati '-a knower of the Divine is the Divine 

Itself -such a ]iva who has realized his ultimate nature 

and Brahma are equally called Idaadra. By syncupat
ing the syllable 'dam' the same word Idandra becomes 
Indra, the well-known designation of the Absolute 

Divinity. S'ri S'ankara points out that Gods love to 
be referred to indirectly, that is to say, to be behind the 
veil, because they are worthy of great adoration. There 
is the custom in highly cultured society not to call a· 
father or teacher by the direct name, but through some 
veiled honorific expression. That Gods love mystery 
is indicated also in Ait-BrahmaQa III. 43. I, Brhada
ral}yaka, IV. 2. 2, and S'atapatba VI. 1. 1. 2; VII. 5. 1. 22~ 
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[at'lifirqa(rg:) ~flla~:] ~ ~ en 3llAT~T 
~~1 ~crfif lf~6~iJ: ' ~6~Q~tf'~"llrsW+<~~~: ~~i_6'
~JRq~crr~Fi f6r~ffi"; a~ f~t m-~~~~
~; ~~ srt~lf iifrll 1 aq_ fwrr atr~q~ •1~0Rt, 
~ ~trllN atiT ; a~qr~ ;r ~fur; trT~61lR'IA
qst ~{j ~Tcrl~M I tiT ll'TCffiT;fr ~rcrPnt a~J lim I 
~ ~ ~~ Nllffi; trTS!I' ~cr ~qr{ \ifPq;ITs!JsN"

llT~ffl I~~~ ~qrt iifrq;flsijsfq llTCI'~ftr, atr~

;ritcr a~TifqT(f, ~'fi' iti!fi'Rt ~r ~ ~rd6T 
~ ~ttir~~,tr~6Pt Gfr't 1 ~rs~trt~lffi'IT ~ft+<~: 
~~<1: srre~ I 3TtiTBIMil~ atT~ ~ii~ 
CJ~tifa: ~f(f ; ~ ~({: srtr~cr ~if~rhrij ; ~~tr vrW 
\ifrll I a~~fq-arr-41~ ij ~~qrq~f{q{ ~crr;rt 
Gtf.iqr~ firs>cU ~{j qr ~~ arrtte1<<~0ifq: ~~ 
~crm fil~"ttfflrf(f; q~ ~~Q-i0trtw:rr crt~cr ~
~~I ~ ~cf N~Tif~~~T\~~~ ii~~T-
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~'t"l ~ itt ~erR ~qy;w.cCffs~: ~~tf~(J: 
@I~~ II [ ~~p.rr;f m~:] I ~ ~~)qf;rlffu: 
f~1:JT~ sr~: ~:· 11 

{llffi'IJ?l: pregnant women SJq5fi~ should withdraw.) 

at:q"i{ this (transmigratory soul) anf<::a: at first s~ in 

man ~ indeed ~ verily ~ ll;m! this well-known 'to: 
semen en{: germ +rcrfu is. ~"P.J: from all ~: 
from limbs ~J:~i{ gathered o('( referred to above 

~ this ~: essence, strength ~ self arrtf!'fit 
in the self l:tif itself ~ bears. ~ when ll;<m. this 

(seed) f~~lll. in the women ftrofcl deposits ON then 

~<rcr.. this seed ~fu causes it to be born. ~ his oct. 
that Sf~ first 'GI'i'if birth. CICJ:. that (deposited seed) 

~: of the woman SJTf+r~'i_ like her own self ~ 
becomes l{~ just as ~'!. own SJ]f1i limb o~ so. 

OBUQ.. therefore ~ her ;:r ~ft=o does not hurt. er 
.she apr in the womb iK!i{ existing 6lflf of him (i.e., of 

the husband) ll;oli this ariCiil"f'l_ the self ~w.lfcr 
nourishes. «T she mcr~=;ft as nourisher mcrflloolfT to 

be nourished ~fu is. ('II{ that iJ~I{ the germ (em 
before birth) 00 women ~ nourishes. am before 

~: of birth SJN after l:tif also ~m~ the child 

~TC(~fo nourishes. ~: he (father) ~'lRI{ child ~r:+r<r: 

-of birth 6lN after ~ just after birth lit{ that ~HC{C{fu 
nourishes ocr. thereby l:t"'Tq these wT<6Frrl{ worlds 

~~ for unbroken continuity 31JCiiFU{ his own self 
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mctc:rfcr nourishes, f%: for ~'{ thus ~ indeed ~if 

these ~: worlds of progeny ~ffi: perpetuated. ffii.. 

that (birth from the mother's womb) ~ his fQCfi~l{ 

second ~: birth. al~ his (father's) al~~ this am=m 
self (in the form of the son) 9.~: meritorious ~: 
{or deeds srfucrlcffi is appointed instead. ~ then 

SR=lf his ~: the other ~~ this \3Rm self (in the 

form of the father) ~: having discharged all duties 

satisfactorily ~lrro: decrepit with age ~ffi" departs. 

~: he (father) ~: from this (body) SllR. ~ as he 

departs (without delay) S"f: again ~ is born. al~ 

his Cfi'I that ~~+(. third ~ birth. CR( on that ~ 
by the sage (Vii.madeva) ~Cfcrq: stated ; al~f( I rr~ in 

the womb ~ indeed ~ lying ~ these ~CJTiflq: of 

gods fq~ all ~qrfir births am·~ have thoroughly 

known. ~ a hundred (many) an~: iron-made ~= 

citadels, bodies ill me SM: down, previously al~ 

held. {al~ then) ~: hawk {~ like) \ilCffiT quickly 

· fil'$q:_ rent ~ thus. Q;CJJ{ thus ~ Q;Cii'I. this 

narrated account <n~: sage Vamadeva om in the 

womb ~ itself ~FI: lying ~ declared. '1:1;<1'{ as 

stated above fct~ knowing ~: he, Vamadeva 6R=+ili'I. 
from this ~~i'I. the destruction of the body ~: 
after, High (becoming one with Paramatman) ~~ 
having stepped forth (from transmigratory existence) 
~erR all ctilm'il.. objects of desire alR'U having attained 

~rr_ in this ~ij ~ heavenly world alqcf: immortal 

~if~ became. 
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[The pregnant 1 women should move away 
from the place.]. In man z the soul that has 
entered the transmigratory cycle becomes at 
first that germ which is called the seed. That 
seed is the essence gathered from all the limbs 
(of the male parent). Man holds this essence 
of his self in his own body. \Nhen he casts 
the seed in woman he procreates it, and that 
is his first birth. That seed is now trans
formed into her very self as it were. As is 
her own limb so is that seed now, and there
fore it does not hurt her. She protects this 
self he has given her. She, a~ the protector 
of it, has to be protected. The mother bears 
the child in her womb and the father bestows 
his cherishing care before 8 it is born, when it 
is born, and afterwards. That child whom he 
has nourished with care at birth and after
wards is in truth his own self, whom he has 
cherished so that this world of progeny may 
last without break. So, indeed, is this world 
of progeny continued without break. Thus 
born the soul has its second birth. Now that 
son who is the father's very self is appointed 
in his stead to continue the holy deeds of the 
father. Then,• this, his other self, having 
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done his duty in full and having attained old 
age, departs, and departing 6 hence is born 
again. That is the third of his births. 

Referring to the Highest Reality there is the 
following Vedic verse (~g. IV. 27. I) declared 
by the sage Vamadeva : ' Ah ! Dwelling 8 inside 
the womb I understood all the births of all 
the gods. A hundred bodies .as strong as steel 
restrained me, but like a hawk I broke them 
by force and came out swiftly.' While yet 
in the womb Vamacleva declared thus. Emerg
ing thus from the body, enlightened with this 
supreme knowledge, and having enjoyed all 
delights in the abode 7 of bliss he became 
immortal, verily he became immortal. [The 
pregnant women may now re-assemble.] 

[NOTES-I. Tlze Pregn.a11.t women etc.-This sen
tence is something like a stage direction. In some 
editions of the text it is omitted. It must have been 
the vogue in Vedic society to instruct women to witb
.draw from the assembly when that part of the Veda 
dealing with such delicate matter as the process of 
gestation was being studied or discussed. Indirectly it 
also supplies the hint that women enjoyed equal 
privileges with men in attending Vedic assemblies in 
those hoary days when the Vedic civilization was fresh 

and vigorous. 
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2. It~ mat: etc.-Pre-natal, natal, and post-natal 
condition of a transmigrating }Iva is described in this 
section. Chand. V. 10. 5, Brahmasiltras III. 1. 22,. 
GitiL VIII. 25, etc., describe the course of the life of a 
pious man doing the holy deeds laid down in the scriptures. 
Through the Dhumamarga such a soul goes to the 
region of the Moon, the realm of the manes or heaven, 
and after the sojourn there returns to the earth esta
blishing some connection with rain which raises the crop 
of edible herbs. In a subtle form the }iva enters through 
the channel of food into a man capable of generation and 
first gets his lodgment in his vital fluid. This is the con
ception of the }iva in man, who becomes a father. When 
he connects that seed with his wife at the time she is 
fit to conceive he is delivered of the seed embedding the 
}iva. This transference into the womb is the first birth 
of a ]iva. The vital germ now becoming part and parcel 
of the mother, does not hurt her as an abscess does. As 
a pregnant woman the mother knows that it is her hus
band's self, with which a new Jiva has established 
connection by finding a position in that seed, that has 
entered her body ; and so she nourishes and protects the 
foetus with all care. In fact, the S'ruti here lays down 
as a rule the duty of every mother to take all care 
about the child she has in the womb. S'rl S'ankara 
therefore clearly emphasizes the central principle at the 
foundation of the social unit, namely the family, on 
which the social well-being of all humanity rests: 
if~,.1<fiRSI~ct<iim!~ (.'5"f.p ~RRT_ ~Rl\l. ~~ '3qtRffi_ 

No relationship of any ]{ind is intelligible in society 
without mutual obligation. Because the woman takes 
the utmost protecting care of what is in essence the very 
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self of her husband he ought to take care of her, too, very 
well. Here we get a clear and exalted ideal of wedded 
love lifted high above the realm of passion and craving. 
Again the statement of the S'ruti that it is the father's 
self only that is born as son, even though in fact it is 
another }iva which has got connected with him through 
nutrition that is actually born, wisely paves the way for 
the first parent's unfaltering interest in the welfare of the 
off-spring. Thus by propagating the progeny the con
tinuity ~f the species is established. Being born as the 
very self of the father the son steps into his place to 
perform the holy deeds enjoined in the scriptures; he 
is a true representative of his father in his social 
relations. The son being born of the father is conceived 

-as another self of the latter, and similarly the father also 
should be looked upon as another self of the son. So 
the son can very well be a proxy to his father for the 
continuance of his work. The Entrusting Rite-Sam
pratti-karma-set out in Brhadaral}.yaka I. 5. 17 gives 
the status and sanction to this transferring of father's 
religious responsibility to the son. This too is an act 
of great social significance. All this obligation, how
ever, is not for the purpose of obtaining one's Libera
tion, for which they are in no way helpful. 

3. Before it is bom etc.-By requiring the wife to 
go through the Simanta ceremony, by auspicious rites for 
easy delivery, and after nativity by the birth ritual or 

Jata-karma. 
4. The", this, his other self etc.-According to S'ruti 

man's congenital obligations are three. Taittiriyasamhita 
VI. 3. 10 says: \ii~JIFIT ~ ~~: fflf+l': r;r;urcff \illl(a; il~
~~UJ '>!Sf~ij: ~Jot' ~~: ~ f~ \fu I BrhadaraQyaka 

s 
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1. 5. 16 : at~ ~ <iTcl ~CfiT:~lCfi: NczwT<til ~wl'li ~ ; 
msq fld&4~l'fi: 8?JatCJ ::;p2.J:, ~ q;;:furr, ~ ~ifi:, fcrolJT 

~:, ~T ~ ~;:rt ~:, ~~ 51$fi=a" 1 In these 
passages the S'ruti clearly stresses that a Bn1hmal)a's 

debt to the sages and gods is discharged by the study of 
Veda and worship of gods, undergoing the discipline of a 
celibate student ; the debt to Gods by the performance 
of Yaji'ias, and to the Pitrs by procreation. When one 
has fulfilled all these conditions all his debts are paid. 
But in respect of lifelong celibates who do not pro
create, the debt to Pitrs is paid off by Vidyavams'a or 
succession of students and the like. Bodhayana Grhya 
Paris'i~ta I. 2. 3 states : sr;;rr fqti~ ~Fff-3Mr~51~ +t'Cf~ 

~l$'ii<:Aa ;qr~ ~R. q~ ~m- ~~ srGIT +r<~fu ~<IT
s~qr 51~ ~crfcr, ~Rr ~~m-In connection with the 
scriptural statement ' In order to pay off one's debt to 
Pitrs, progeny' we are to understand that all are equally 
one's progeny-those whom one procreates, those whom 
one accepts as disciples after Upanayana, and those 
whom one guides and instructs in the performance of 
sacrifices. Hence default of a son is no bar to the 
discbarge·of one's debt to the Pitrs. 

5. Departing hwce etc.-It is said in the Brhada
raQyaka that just before leaving the present body the 
soul manufactures a subtle body known as Ativahika-
8'arira out of the subtle elements of the present physical 
body, and having accepted this subtle body the soul 
leaves the gross one. It remains in this body until the 
next physical reincarnation. So the acceptance or 
entrance into this subtle body of the soul of the father 
is spoken of here as the third birth of the son, inasmuch 
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as the son's soul is not looked upon here as radically 
-distinct from that of the father. So, on the whole, in
duding the events of the lives of both the father and the 
son, there are three kinds of births of a soul. The son 
also having shifted the obligations to his son is born 
again when he departs from this world. Be it noted 
ltere that this identification of the father's soul with the 
son's and vice versa is not to be taken as a strictly 
philosophical truth, but is based upon a rather loose 
-conception of life looked at from the physical standpoint 
and appearing to be continued through procreation. 

6. Dwelling iuside the womb etc.-After summariz
ing in a brief and pregnant way the entire course of 
transmigratory existence, the S'ruti suggests in this verse 
that a qualified }iva should realize, the true nature of 
the .~tman as laid down in the scriptures-whether it 
be in the womb of the mother or in the four well-known 
stations of life. \Vith that realization he is emancipated 
from the cycle of birth and death and he attains the 
ultimate goal of life. Through the effect of self-purifi
cation, discrimination, and reflection conducted in several 
past lives the sage Vamadeva was suddenly illumined 
while he was in the womb; and he realized that even 
gods like Agni undergo several births and that Atman 
alone is beyond all change of birth and death. He 
broke through his body created by Ignorance and as 
impenetrable as steel, with the strength engendered by 
the power of self-knowledge, destroyed the seed of 
Sarilsara, and at the death of the body became Brahman. 

7. The abode of bliss-Svargaloka here means the 
infinite felicity of Self-realization or return to one's 
own original transcendental nature. There is no taint 
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whatsoever of sense pleasures in the liberated state; yet 
it is described as the 'abode of bliss ' because the joys of 

the world are but an infinitesimal fraction of the joy of 
Brahman. The joy of the ]ivanmukta who has become 

the Paramatman is therefore figuratively stated to be 
Svarga here. The passage may also, without doing 

violence to the context, be construed to propound the 
process of gradual emancipation or Kramamukti. 



CHAPTER THREE : SECTION ONE 

eif~~Rf epJ~q-r~~ ? ~: ~ :arrcqr ~ qr 

(~) ~' ~ en(~~) ~' ~ err ~
;rr~ffi, it'l en en~ o~ffi, it'1 err ~~ 
~~ :q f~ftr? ~¥:tf IR~ I ~-
1{1~ fcrnT;t sm;f ~~ ~~qfilij;ft,T ~: 
-~fif: ~~q: ill~: Cfilqf CT~ {M ~ctiaifq~uf;r 
lt~l'l~tr ;nq~ ~crRJ I ~ ~ ~' ~ 
~~ ~ ~cn {IITR :q q~~-'{NciT 
qfWCfil~ srm ~~\ft~~, {'tTR :q ~
fq~ ~w:r, {QUfVr ~Uf :qya~f;r ~ 
Glt~~Jfij :q, ~~((lit tnt :q)~f'l :qr~ mer:~ 
lf~), ~~~~ srrfQr iifW~ :q qq~ ~ ~ ~~; 
-~ ffi{ Sl~i~-4 !J~ sffif{!ijsrm~~~~: srmsrmgr, 
·srm;t ~I ~ ~ Sf~'11N'11~t@1€flt~~iji'qt~ 
~ct7f if~ ~crT"l_ €fllqi'1TStm"q3J: ~~~~~((: ~~~
~~II {fu ~)qf;tqfa:" ~~~~ sr~: ~: U 
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~ we (seekers after Brahman) ~ this a:m'ilr 

Self ~ thus (~I{ whom) ~ meditate on («: he) 

Cfi: who ? Q: that ~T Self ~: which of the two 
(i.e., Higher Brahman or Lower Brahman) ? ~if by 
whom err or, ~ form ~Rr (man) sees ; iR by whom 

err or ~I{ sound ~fij- hears : lJ;r by whom 

CIT or ~ scents dfit\ii}:lfij- smells; ir.J by whom CIT 

or ~1'<11{ speech ~fa articulates ; ~ by whom err 
or fCI'I~ sweet :q and ~ sour ::q and M\ill"'lfd 

discriminates ? ~i{ what (is described in the Veda) ~ 
heart or intellect ilil': mind :q and (ffit that} 'l:tffit 
(is) this. ~ consciousness or perception ~ 
direction or injunction fcimil'l{ wisdom, understanding 

~ intelligence, knowledge iNT retentive power· 

~: vision, insight ~: firmness, perseverance ~:. 
thinking, power of reflection ~qr considering, freedom 
of thought ~: mental depr~ssion, intrepidity ~fa: 
memory ~~: recollection, imagination ilig: will,. 

determination 6lg: breath, vitality <filif: desire, attach

ment <rn: ambition, love I{Rr thus 'l:!;ffi"fif these ~ 
all 31'~ of knowledge, consciousness t:tCf only 

ii'TlN!ilf.r names ~<iR:o are. ~l'f: this (Consciousness) 
llim (is) HiraQyagarbha ~: this ~: the chief of 
gods, ~: this 51;;rrq'Rf; cosmic person, Progenitor, ~ 
these ~ all ~: gods. ~f.{ these ::q and-~Mcft; 
earth CJI?i: air err<nro; ether dfft{: water ~1~ fires 
~ thus-~Tfir these trlQ' five ~~!fir great elements ; 

~fir these ~for of various kinds from the 
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smallest living organisms ~ as it were ::q and ;;ft;;nfir 

seeds, parents ~fUr others ::q and ~ and still 

others 'i:f and 9F~ born from eggs :q and Gilij\111~ 

born from womb :q and ~fir born of heat :q and 

~f~f.J born of shoots :q and 81~: horses iJT<f: cows 

sw: men ~: elephants <!HI. fcii ~ whatever, all 

~ this 51lfU1 that breathes Gijf~ that walks trnfSr 
that flies :q and ~ which ::q and ~ what is 

immovable ffit. that ~ all !Oiijl~'l, guided by con

sciousness, smr~ in Consciousness srfu~ rests, is 

based. ~Cfi: all the world sr~~: (is) led by Con

sciousness, 51~ Cons.ciousness !OifaST is the support ; (arcr: 
therefore) SI~Fr~ consciousness i:l~ (is) Brahman. 'tfcr;r 
by this ~ii of the nature of Consciousness ~ 

by the Self 81~rn:. from this ~CfiTCI. world ~ 
having risen above ~"( all <film"~. desires aJRCIT having 

attained ~ in Bliss ~ world «: he ~: immortal 

~~Cl became. 

'Who 1 is he whom we meditate upon as 
Atman? Which 1 of the two (i.e., Parabrahman 
or Aparabrahman) is He? That indeed is the 
Atman by which a living being sees form, 
hears sounds, smells scents, articulates speech, 
and discriminates what is sweet and what is 
not. That 1 which is the heart and the mind 
is the same as that. Perception, direction, 
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understanding, knowledge, retentive power, 
vision, firmness, power of reflection, freedom 
of thinking, mental depression, memory, re
collection, determination, vitality, desire, love 
-all these are but names t of Prajfiana or 
Consciousness. This 5 is Brahma, Prajapati, 
and all the gods, the five great elements : earth, 
air, ether, water, light; all these and those of 
various kinds mixed with the smallest organ
isms, the seeds of its own kind, those born of 
eggs, of womb, of heat, and of shoots; horses 
and cows, men and elephant, and all the rest 
of living beings-those that walk and those 
that fly, and objects which do not move. All 
that is guided by Consciousness or Prajfia. 
The 6 whole world is founded on Prajfia and 
therefore Prajfiana is Brahman. He 7 who has 
realized the Atman thus having transcended 
this world and having obtained all delights in 
the world of Bliss gains immortality, verily 
he gains immortality. 

[NOTES-1. Who is he whom we meditate uPot~ etc. 
-Evidently the question has been raised by seekers of 
the Atman in order to have a clear grasp of Its real 
nature for proper meditation. The Atman has been 
described as both with attributes (Sopiidhika) and 
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without attributes (Nirupadhika). Now, the question 
naturally occurs to a seeker, whether the Atman he is 
trying to meditate upon should be considered as pure 
Intelligence completely bereft of all modifications or 
modalities of the mind and the senses, or whether it 
should be looked upon as an energizing soul of all these 
and not absolutely different from them. It is but natural 
for an ordinary indiscriminating mind to lump up all 
the active senses, mind, and consciousness, and consider 
.all these collectively as the soul,-and this is being done 
by all; but a closer scrutiny reveals the fact that the 
true and real Atman must be permauent and unchanging 
in Its nature and necessarily It can never have variable 
·elements as integral parts in Its being. The mind and 
the senses are changeable, hence they can never be part 
<>f the immutable Atman. 

Each sense carries its own peculiar sensation and 
produces a particular kind of cognition, yet cognition in 
·general forms the very being of the cognizer who gathers 
.all these cognitions separately from the different senses, 
.and arranges them in his panoramic picture of the 
-external world. For instance, the nature of the eyes is 
to produce visual sensation or visual lmowledge; the 
nature of t.Q.e ears is to carry sound sensations and 
produce sound-knowledge; and so on with the other 
senses; but although each sensation produces a distinct 
kind ·of experience, yet all these experiences are har
monized and converted into knowledge by tbe Seer, the 
.A tman, who stands behind all the senses and the mind. 
Hence the distinct nature of the Atman, the cognizer of 
all the functions of the senses, as separate from the 
senses is self-evident. 
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2. Which of the two etc.-Specific reference has 
been made previously on page 6 and on page 54 that tw<> 
Brahmans entered the body from opposite directions 
and that both of them became selves of the body. Of 
these two selves who is fit to be meditated upon? In the 
body both are cognized-that which serves as an 
instrument of cognition through various functional 
activities and that which remains single and makes 
knowledge possible. Pra:r;J.a or Hirm;tyagarbha functions 

in the body as a cause or instrument, being the sum 
total of all th~ senses. The other, namely the witnessing 
consciousness, alone is the ground of all modes of cogni. 
tions and hence that alone is the object of meditation. 
Cj. Pras'na. II. 6, Kena. I. 2, and B;h. IV. 4. 18. 

3. That which is the heart mzd the mind etc.
Heart and mind are one here and stand for the internat 
sense or Anta{lkara~a of which the other senses are 
aspects; as activation it is Prana and as intellection 
mind. The internal organ called mind or heart brings 
within its compass the functions of all sense organs. 
PraJ)a is Prajila and Praji'ii1 is Pra~a. Cf. Brhad. I. 
5. 3; Chand. III. 18; VII. 15. Pra~a is the basis of 
all senses because it is identical with the internal organ 
as shown above. Hence Pra:t;ta too is a sense organ~ 
When Pure Intelligence is reflected in the Internal 
organ identified with Pra:t:ta all organic functions as well 
as sensory, mental, and volitional activities proceed. 
Hence Prana-Brahman that entered through the tip of 
the feet, bei~g only the channel of knowing, plays only a 
subordinate part and Atman the Knower or Witness for 
whose sake the various modes of the mind are intended 
alone is the fit object of worship. Those mental modes. 
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are limiting factors of Brahman-Atman Reality which 
is Pure Consciousness. 

4. But names of Prajtfana.-Not in a direct sense 
but :figuratively only. For it is by superimposing Atma
caitanya on the mental modes that those acquire their 
revealing character. The one Prajnii. or Intelligence is 
the invariable concomitant of all notions and it is 
this Prajnii. that forms Atman, pure and rid of all 
ascriptions. 

5. This is Brahma etc.-This passage beautifully 
describes the Vedantic conception of the universe in its 
fundamental relation with the Supreme Reality called 
Brahman or the Principle of Consciousness. Objects 
exist because they form the content of Knowledge, and 
the mulitiplicity of objects however diversified in nature 
and relationship within itself, is after all only the content 
of one indivisible, simple principle-Knowledge. Hence 
the objective reality derives its value only from Know
ledge. Hence it is but right that the Vedantic meta
physics should posit knowledge in its absolute form as 
the First Principle or Brahman. The variety in the 
Universe-beginning from the highest gods like Brabma 
and Indra down to the smallest insects and even the 
inert clod of earth-is but the manifestation of the same 
Brahman or Absolute Knowledge. Therefore all these 
have been designated here as Prajnanetra, i.e., what is 
manifested or expressed by Knowledge. It is to be 
noted here that the object is split up into two aspects, 
one its manifestation or cognition and the other its 
modes or characteristics, and the perception or conscious
~ess of its realit' belongs to the first aspect and its 
individuality or separateness to the second. Now 
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according to the Vedanta these modes of an object are 
nothing but a display of Maya, which though separate 
from the Principle of Knowledge in one sense, yet has 
no absolute reality and independent existence. There
fore the S'ruti tells here that Brahman is Prajoa or the 
Absolute Knowledge and all living and non-living entities, 
the whole of the subjective and the objective universe, 
are in a way Its modes and wholly dependent upon It. 

6. The whole world etc.-The whole creation from 
Hiral)yagarbha to the smallest atom is but an emanation 
of that Supreme Reality. The whole universe is entirely 
dependent on Brahman for its manifestation. The 
infinite variety of objects and notions are but mere 
names of Brahman and in themselves have no reality. 
The clause sr~ i:l'iil is the Mahaval<ya or the Major 

Text of the F.gveda. Other Mahavakyas are sui jJij:ll~ 
(Yajurveda) ffit. c=cmfu" (Sii.maveda) and Bllllffi~H if~ 

(Atharvaveda). 
7. He who has etc.-Any aspirant of Brahmavidyii. 

like Vii.madeva who realizes that his own self bereft of 
all impurities is no other than Paramii.tman attains 
to Immortal Bliss. See page 67 notes 6 and 7. 
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~ ~ it q;rfi:T !l'fflf!m, q;ft it qrR srffflWt
'ITNUqfq ~ ; ~ q arroft ~'-': ; ~~ it liT 

'.:) 

sm~;rr~~rtlwn~ ~'fr; swt Cf IC(tStt 1ftr, 
~ q-~fq; QrqTqCTQ ~r~; arqgqi'ICft! 
cr~~ 11 ~ mf~: mfra: ~rfrcr: 11 ~ ~)
tffw:rtre: ~~"tJN sp.Jq: ~:II~ ~q~f;{tft{_ II 

it my ~ speech iliff« on mind Slferfgar fixed 

(l1<1~ may it be). it my ilif: mind Cfl"R.r in speech 

srfufg~ fixed (~<iij may it be). anfcr: 0 self-manifest

ing Brahman it to me a{JCff: be revealed ~ be thou. 

it my ~q of the holy wisdom anvft efficient to 

bring ~: (you two, that is, mind and speech) are : it my 

~'I~ the Veda that bas been learned ('iT me) +IT not 

!il&ml': forsake; 6li\'if by this at~Th'if learning ~l~ 
day and night ~f;r may I unite, may I behold ; 'l!;Ql{ 

the real Cf~6lfr!lr I shall proclaim ; ~i{ the true 
~f;r I shall proclaim; ffil. That (Divinity) iJTi{ me 

BfcJ~ protect; ~(!. That Cf'ffif{~ preceptor a{~ij protect. 

May 1 my speech rest on mind; may my mind 
rest on speech. 0 self-manifest Brahman, be 
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Thou revealed to me. Ye mind and speech, 
enable me to grasp the truth that the Vedas 
teach. May not my Vedic lore forsake me. 
By 1 that learning I join day and night. I shall 
think the truth; I shall speak the truth. May 
That protect me. May That protect the teach
er. Protect me. Protect the teacher. Om 
Peace, Peace, Peace. 

[NOTEs-This peace invocation is chanted at the 
commencement as well as the conclusion of the study of 
this and other U pani~ads belonging to the :Fgveda. The 
word 'tat' in the last clause stands for Brahman (cj. 
Gita, XVII. 23). The disciple earnestly prays to 
Brahman to ward off all the three l{inds of hindrances 
in the pursuit of Brahmavidya. 

1. May my speech etc.-Complete concord of 
thought and word is what is prayed for. S'ri Rama
krgta repeatedly stressed that the best religious practice 
is to make thought and word correspond. This clause 
may also mean : ' May my speech be founded on under
standing and my mind be attentive to my utterance.' 
This is the best way to attain deepest concentration in 
and best result from Vedic study. 

2. By that learning etc.-The importance of spiritual 
study in educating the mind can never be over-estimated. 
The TaittiriyaraQyaka II. 11, 12 lays down as follows: 
One should go out to a lone place from where one's 
house-top is not visible, and after proper self-purification 
one should perform one's Brahmayajna or Vedic study. 
If a person is incapable of departing from the house, he 
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may do it, whether it be day or night, silently at home 
in the village itself. Even in the lone place, out of doors, 
one may do s.ilent repetition, on feeling weakness. If he 
is overpowered by sleep or lassitude, he should repeat 
.aloud. If he cannot repeat the holy word seated, let him 
pace about and do it, or let him do it lying down or seat
ing himself at ease. But on no score he should omit 
Svadhyaya. Thereby he becomes a holy, illumined 
ascetic.-mi\' ~if~T ~eul!~T<:r, f<\9T iffii err ; ~fu ii 
~ W'<f an~~: 1 '3CfRrirs<R? ~ <n=<ita- Rrn~ ";;r~~ 
~ ~Jii)s~~ ~llJCi ~ !locn +rCJfu '!{ ~ Pcl;;:rrr.. 
~JI,ftij- 1 The S'atapatha Brii.hmaQa II. 5. 7 says: 
filii- ~~Siffi ~:, ~<Rl+J<IT +r<li!-PR'Nf<f)s&\~2!f.l {ITc:T-

:zfcl, WS"~rqfcr, 'Wf~~ am=~, ~~:w'~~~"liTmNT 
'<~, Sl~'lf.&:~m ffl<mf<fcr:, 51~ <MI=fr<rr :qg{T erl=ff<l. ~~~
~qfu ~~ Sl~l qm fficmf<ffi, ffiii: ~~~
~llf~ ~~;;lqr :q <if-tor ~~cr<:rr ~r:q u-
4 The study and teaching of the Veda are a source of 
pleasure to him, he becomes undistracted in mind, and 
·independent of others, and day by day he acquires wealth. 
He sleeps peacefully; be is the best physician for him
·self. He acquires restraint of the senses and he delights 
in solitude and concentration. His intelligence grows, 
and he gets fame and capacity to perfect other people. 
The growing intelligence gives rise to four duties attach
ing. to the Brahma"Q.a-true Brahminhood, a befitting 
deportment, fame, and the perfecting of the people; and 
the people that are being perfected by him guard the 
BrahmaQa by four duties-by showing him respect, 
and liberality, and granting him security against oppres
sion and capital punishment. ~ ii ~ ~ :q ~m ~~ ~H<ff'i'~ 
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~ ~~ 'tCJ 00 'mffiT <mT ~ tzyi ~ ~
'1~ tl~({ ~~~s~~: 1-' And, truly whatever 
may be the toils here between heaven and earth, the· 
study of the scriptures is their last stage, their goal for 
him, who knowing this, studies his lessons : therefore 
one's daily lessons should be studied.' lift\ ~ Elf Bltll~tfcl': 
Si~~a: ~=· ~ ~li;r ~liFT: ~~~~,,fta au~ u ;r~
~tll~ • • • And verily if he studies his lessons, even 
though lying on a soft couch, anointed, adored and 
completely satisfied ho is burned with the holy fire up· 
to the very tip of his nails, whosoever thus studies 

his lesson • . • lifi:O" err 6WI': ~1~: ~ ~ lif.:o 
if~ ·lim ~ err 1:1;m 'a:<~m i'!goi~tci"'~ a~ifT&JUJl ~ 
~~: ~'b"l{l~ ~~; t!f+lltfCII'b<:!Tl{ls'6'l!~: II 'Moving, 
-indeed, are the waters, moving is the sun, moving the 
moon, and moving the stars; and verily, as if these 
deities did not move and act, even so will the BrahmaQa 
be on that day on which he does not study his lessons : 
therefore one's daily lessons should be studied.' From 
these Vedic citations the significance of the prayer to 
unite day and night by Vedic study becomes amply clear.} 

OM PEACE PEACE PEACE 





a ...... ~.._~ ...... ~"-~o-..."'~~ .... ~~~ ........ ~~ 
# . 1 d . i~ # The theme of the poetry of the Upams 1a s 1s to 

! express the inexpressible, to know the unlmowable, to 
bring within the bounds of speech and thought that 
which lies beyond, to clothe the thought of the Infinite I 

~ in our poor finite human language. No wonder that the ~ 
~ song of the Rishis appears in many places to be para- " 
# doxical and incomprehensible. Yet the language used, ~ 
~ the imageries employed, bring you to the very door of ~ 
~ the Deity. Nature seems to stop and lift up her veil as ~ 
~ you sit listening to the wondrous song ; and the Infinite, 1 
~ the Deity, appears to you in such real and tangible form ~ 

~ that you seem to feel that you can touch It, grasp It, ~ 

i realize It, and mal<e It your own. Again the song rises ~~ 
higher and higher in cadence, everything sef'ms to melt be
fore your transfixed gaze; the earth disappears, the sun, 

i the moon, the stars, all seem to grow dim and faint before~~~ 
the ocean of Light which is revealed before your eyes. f" 

You appear to grow larger and larger until you cover 
~ the universe, and the little personality vanishes entirely ~ 
~ and you realize that you are one with the ocean of un- ~ 
~ bounded Love. Thus with the flow of the song you are ~ 
I carried to the very d,_, .... ,.f +1.~ nft: ••. __ _.- .._ ____ ,'ll ~ 

i ;~.:~~r~~: ·~!':~::= ,lli~l'~'~'~i~llllllrist~tittliili H 
~ you ; that your exist . e ~ 
• grave, beyond the chat 00001226 ~ 
~ ~ 
~ SWAMI SARADANANDA ~ 

w .......... ...,..,.....-.:., ............................... .., .......... ...,..,....,1:>..,g 
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